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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
.. ___ . _ Historians and other writers have written at great length concerning the 
importance of the front1er in American history and of a variety of factors 
that influenced the advancement and final extinction of the frontier. The 
passing of the buffalo, the introduction of barbed wire, the coming of the 
railroads to the great plains, and numerous other developments have been stud-
ied in their relation to the history of the last great American frontier. 
The Indian wars themselves have been fairly well covered by historians of the 
post-Civil War frontier. These studies have included the psychology of the 
Indians, their religion, the structure of their society, biographies of emi-
nent white and Indian leaders, the history of the army's operations in the 
Indian wars and campaigns in the western mountains and plains regionsj and the 
causes of the various Indian wars. One very important factor, that of the 
firearms acquired by the Indians and the arms and equipment of the troops sent 
against them has been largely overlooked by most historians. Some prominent 
historians, notably Walter Prescott Webb, have recognized the importance of 
this factor and included it in their works; however, the subject has never 
been covered in adequate fashion. This paper will deal with the subject of 
the arms factor in the Indian wars ~nd campaigns in great enough detaii to 
illustrate the importance of the arms used in determining the conduct and out-
come of the Indian wars between 1862 and 1891. 
An efficient armed force depends largely on the following factors: good 
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leadership, a high degree of discipline and organization, and an adequate sup-
ply of quality arms and equipment. The Indians were generally well led, had 
a fair degree of organization (but no discipline), and in the years between 
1862 and 1876 gradually acquired arms of equal or higher quality as those is-
sued to the troops. Prior to the 1860 1 s, the hostile Indians were armed with 
a motley assortment of old flintlock military and trade muskets, a sprinkling 
of percussion rifles and muskets, lances, bow and arrow, and hand to hand 
weapons such as the knife, club and tomahawk. 
In the decade of the 1850's, the army was changing over from smooth-bore 
- - -
to rifled arms, and was also testing several of the breech-loading arms in-
vented by Sharp, Morse, Colt, Maynard, and others. The difference between the 
rifle and the musket is well illustrated by the following: 
The Indians were vastly more- numerous than the troops; but the 
latter were armed with rifle-muskets, just then -L185!V issued to the 
army, the former with smooth-bores. The superiority of the rifle 
was at once striktngly manifest. The Indians, waiting until their 
smooth-bores were effective, found themselves mowed down by troops 
whom their own projectiles-could not reach~ They-were signalll de-
feated at Four Lakes •.• , Spokane Plains .•• , and Spokane River. 
8 • ~ ~ 
While the above statement serves to demonstrate the superiority of the muzzle-
- -
loading rifle over the smooth-bore musket, the increased efficiency of breech-
- -
loading arms compared to all muzzle~loaders is seen in the comment that: 
In the same year .Ll85§./, on our western frontier, Colonel 
Wright's command, armed principally with breech-loading l5harp 1~7 
carbines, utterly routed, without the loss of a man, a large band of 
Indians who had previously defeated Colonel Steptoe's forces, who 
were armed with the old muskets and carbines.2 
1 Lieutenant William E. Birkhimer, "The Third Regiment of Artillery", in 
Theodore F. Rodenbough and William L. Haskin, ~ditors, The Army of the United 
States (New York: Maynard, Merrill, & Co., 1896), 344. 
~ Winston O. Smith, The Sharps Rifle (New York: William Morrow & Company, 
1943), 12. 
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The use of muzzle-loading arms by mounted troops placed them on the same 
level as the Indians, because, "The rifle L'iuzzle-loading7 being clumsey to 
handle mounted necessitated firing one round and then riding the enemy down 
with the sabre".3 With an empty gun, the soldier was forced to fight in the 
manner best understood by the Indian - hand to hand. 
Muzzle-loading arms were standard issue up to the adoption of breech-
loading arms in 1865 and 1866. These military muzzle-loading arms reached 
their highest state of perfection in the Springfield rifle-musket, model of 
1855. This arm was well constructed, accurate, and deadly at distances four 
times as great as the range of the best smooth-bore musket. In the early 
1850 1 s 
the rifle was little used by mounted Indians, as it could not 
be reloaded on horseback, but many of them were armed with guns of 
the most nondescript character .•• smooth-bores of every antique 
pattern •.•• bullets were purposely made so much smaller than the 
bore of the gun as to run down when dropped in the muzzle •••• the 
Indian filled his mouth with bullets. After firing he reloaded in 
full career, by turning up the powder horn, emptying an unknown 
quantity of powder into his gun, and then spitting a bullet into the 
barrel. There was little danger to be apprehended from such weapons, 
so loaded, and the troops did not hesitate even with the sabre alone, 
to rush on any odds of Indians.4 
While the infantry were invariably armed with muzzle-loading rifles and 
muskets, the officers, and all cavalry were armed, by 1862, with revolvers, 
usually the model 1860 Colt's Army Revolver, calibre .44. In the 1850's, many 
mounted troops carried Colt's six-shot Dragoon Revolver, a heavy, .44 calibre 
arm more accurate than a musket and which could be operated as fast as the 
most skillful Indian could discharge his arrows. The revolver had a great 
3 Captain Charles Morton, "The Third Regiment of Cavalry", in Rodenbough 
and Haskin,~ of the Q. §., 196. 
4 Richard I. Dodge, Our Wild Indians (Hartford, Conn.: A. D. Worthington 
and Company, 1883), 450. 
influence on Indian fighting. "The revolver multiplied every soldier by six 
and had such a good effect on troop morale while completely demoralizing the 
Indians, that fights became simple chases."5 
As of 1862, the Indians were still armed chiefly with old muskets, bow 
and arrow, and a very few rifles and revolvers. In almost every respect the 
4 
soldiers had the equipment advantage over the Indians, and profited immensely 
thereby as the easy victors in most actions. 
For many years prior to 1862, the beginning date for this paper, some of 
those Indians who entered into treaty relations with the United States were 
annually furnished arms and ammunition as part of their treaty stipulations.6 
These arms were all muzzle-loading, and were usually as good if not better 
than the arms of the troops. In the early days, the supposedly friendly 
Indian was given a .54 calibre flintlock musket. As percussion arms came into 
general use by the late 1840 1 s and early 1850's, the treaty holding tribes 
were given some percussion rifles of about .44 calibre. These latter arms 
were as good as any of the army's rifles, except at long ranges. They were 
made by some of the best gunsmiths and were in no way poor or makeshift arms. 
The Indians were also given powder an~ lead for these guns and were allowed 
to purchase ammunition as needed. 
Many tribes still had relatively little contact with the agents of the 
United States government, and the procurement of firearms by these people was 
a little more difficult - they were not given arms by the Indian Bureau except 
as presents at councils and other gatherings promoted by the government. 
5 Richard I. Dodge, Our Wild Indians (Hartford, Conn.: A. D. Worthington 
and Company, 1883), 450. 
6 George E. Hyde,~ Cloud's Folk, A History of the Oglala Sioux Indians 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1937), 91. 
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Traders in contraband firearms supplied these Indians with weapons as part 
of a lucrative and well established trade. The illegal arms traffic usually 
consisted of the sale of old army muskets in the period before 1865; however, V' 
a significant number of Indians obtained the much prized Colt revolvers in this 
manner. Generally, these trade guns were inferior or obsolete weapons, but 
in the late 1860 1 s and early 1870 1 s the gun runners supplied the Indians with 
r 
breech-loading and repeating rifles and revolvers. Another source of arms 
utilized by many Indians was that of stealing them from the unwary or attack-
ing small parties of whites and friendly Indians to secure the arms they car-
ried. This was a very unreliable avenue of supply, but did serve to furnish 
many Indians with weapons that were often better than those of the army. CJlo-
nel Richard I. Dodge reported a good example of this source of supply in con-
nection with the leader of a small party of Sioux Indians who visited his camp: 
Across his saddle he carried a magnificent buffalo gun of the 
very best patent; on each side or his belt was a holster containing 
a beautiful, ivory-handled Colt's revolver, and across his shoulder 
was a most excellent field-glass . The rascal had been "in luck", 7 
killed some rich man on a hunt for pleasure, and secured his outfit. 
The foregoing episode occurred in the 1870's, but the practise of securing 
good arms by this means was an old custom. 
In addition to firearms, the plains Indians were armed with the bow and 
lance extensively. The former was as accurate as a smooth-bore musket and 
could be discharged many times faster; an Indian could often expend an entire 
quiver of arrows in the time it took for a soldier to reload his musket . The 
lance was as good a weapon as the sabre fur -mounted fighting 9 and in the melee 
or an old style cavalry charge accounted for many a trooper. A favorite type 
of lance was constructed by inserting a sabre or sword blade in the end of a 
7 Richard I. Dodge, Our Wild Indians, 1;2.4. 
long, light pole. In 1868, a three hundred-year-old Spanish lance was cap-
tured from a Commanche warrior. 8 
The aquiring of firearms was not an unmixed blessing for the Indians. 
First, it made the Indian dependent on the government and traders for powder 
and percussion caps, and for the special metallic cartridges in the period 
after the early 1870 1 s. Secondly, until the Indians obtained breech-loading 
6 
arms, they were at a disadvantage because of the difficulty of reloading a v--
muzzle-loading gun while mounted. For these reasons the Indians still re-
tained the bow and lance, and were forced to fall back on them when their 
guns were broken or when they could not obtain ammunition. 
The government troops of the period preceeding 1862 were almost all armed 
with muzzle-loaders. Many new arms were tried, but inertia and prejudice 
served to keep the soldier from being armed with the improved weapons.9 These 
were the days of headlong cavalry charges and pitched Indian battles, where 
most of the Indians had inferior weapons and the troopers generally had the 
best ,.muzzle-loading long arms and revolvers. 
The comparison of army and Indian arms made here indicates that prior 
to the 1860 1 s the Indians were generally not as well armed as the soldiers, V 
but thay many of them had been given arms by the government. This may seem 
hard to believe, as it was not a logical policy; and the only answer lies in 
the fact that the Indian Bureau made their policy independent from that of 
the army, and there was rarely any correlation between the two policies. This 
matter will be referred to often concerning the Indian wars of the period 
covered in this paper. 
8 Fairfax Downey, Indian-Fighting~ (New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1941), 115. 
9 Ibid., 288. 
7 
The Sioux outbreak in Minnesota that began in 1862 was carried on by 
Indians armed largely with old weapons and was suppressed by troops who were 
generally better armed and who also used that weapon hated most by Indians -
the cannon or "wagon gun." This was still the day of pitched battles and 
hand fighting. A transitional period in weapons used by the army and the 
Indians is seen in the late 1860 1 s, when the arllli1 adopted breech-loading arms 
while the Indians were still mostly armed with muzzle-loaders, but were pro-
curing the new types of rif'les, carbines and revolvers in ever increasing 
numbers. The middle period 11 found in t~e 1870 1s, when the Indians procured 
repeating and other breech-loading weapons and the troops were equipped with 
single-shot rifles and carbines and Colt revolvers. The last phase is seen 
in the late seventies, the 18SO•s, and the early 1890 1 s, when the army in-
creasingly emplo1ed the Gatling and Hotchkiss guns, and other types or rapid 
fire weapons as well as improved artillery. 
Succeeding chapters will present a chronological development of the 
weapons and the changes in them that occurred during the Indian wars from 
1862 to 1891. They will also emphasize the significance of the arms factor 
in the conduct and outcome of the major Indian campaigns, from the day of the 
muzzle-loader to that of the machine gun and magazine rifle. 
CHAPTER II 
THE TRIUMPH OF~ BREECH-LOADER 
The era of the Indian wars that ended in 1891, began with the Minnesota 
Sioux outbreak in August, 1862. The efforts and attention of the nation were 
then directed toward the raging Civil War, and this Indian uprising, one of 
the bloodiest in the long history of frontier warfare, attracted little at-
tention at the time. 
The causes for the outbreak were many, and numbered among them were the 
usual grievances that Indian lands and rights were being infringed upon by 
the whites, and the not insignificant fact that the Sioux knew that the army 
could ill afford to spare troops from the forces fighting in the South. In 
addition to these causes, the relaxation of the vigilance of government 
agents and authorities gave the Sioux an "opportunity to acquire firearms and 
munitions of war which they would not otherwise have been able to obtain."1 
The guns procured by the Indians were mostly muzzle-loading muskets, a 
few muzzle-loading rifles, and some revolvers. These were not the best arms 
of the day, but were as good as those available to many settlers in 1862. The 
experience of Thomas Galbraith, an official present at the beginning of the 
outbreak, was typical of the times. Galbraith and his group of about fifty 
whites and mixed bloods occupied a small arsenal near New Ulm, Minnesota. The 
whites found "fifty muskets /;ot rifle~7 belonging to the state of Minnesota 
1 Nelson A. Miles, Personal Recollections and Adventures of General Nelson 
!• Miles (Chicago: The Werner Co., 1897), 136.~ 
.• ~the~7 also obtained some powder, lead and buckshot, and immediately 
all hands set to work to put the muskets in order and to make cartridges o112 
The Sioux had many firearms, a good supply of ammunition, and in several 
actions with the troops severely mauled them.3 The Indians did not have as 
many guns, nor were they of as good a quality as those of the troops who fi-
nally defeated them, yet they were on the whole better armed than any Indians 
the army had fought in many years. 
9 
The seriousness of the Sioux troubles led to the sending of General Alfred 
Sully and about one thousand troops to Minnesota in the late summer of 1863. 
These were United States troops, and were much better armed than the companies 
of volunteers and militia who had faced the Sioux in 1862. Furthermore, 
Sully's men were mostly cavalry, which branch of the army had been largely 
equipped with breech-loading and repeating carbines and 044 calibre Colt or 
Remington percussion revolvers. The expedition also included artillery, one 
of the most potent weapons available for use against Indians. The actual 
value of artillery was not great, but the fear that Indians had of cannon 
was such as to make artillery a valuable addition to any Indian fighting ex-
pedition. 
1863: 
The battle that broke the power of the hostiles was fought September 3, 
As an example of the "old style" of Indian fighting I give the bat-
tle of White Stone Hill, between United States forces, about one 
thousand strong, ..• and a combination of Sioux and Blackfeet, 
numbering not less than twelve or fifteen hundred warriors.4 
2 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, for the Year 1863 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1864), 4. 
3 Ibid., 17. 
4 Richard I. Dodge, Our Wild Indians, 475, 
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The cannon began to shell the Indian position and the cavalry charged the de-
moralized Indians . Every soldier was left to his own designs as the fight 
progressed far into the nighto The Indian losses were heavy, about one hun-
dred killed, many captured, and all their supplies destroyedo5 
This battle, is on a grand scale, a most admirable exemplification 
of the usual mode and general results of Indian fights in the "good 
old days" when troops were armed with rifle and revolver, the Indians 
with bows or old smooth-bore muskets.6 
In 1867, the Commissioner for Indian Affairs commented that the 11 feast of 
grape and canister which General Sully gave t~em at White Stone Hill has con-
tinued to exercise a powerful influence,"? on many of the Sioux and Blackfeet, 
and especially on the Yanktonais Sioux who were most severely chastised. The 
foregoing is a good example of the judicious use or artillery against Indians. 
The complete defeat or the Minnesota Sioux served to keep the Indian 
frontier fairly quiet for the succeeding two years. Relatively few settlers 
migrated to the frontier in this period because of the Civil War_, and those 
that did venture into Indian lands were mostly miners and prospectors . The 
Indians did not at first bother the miners, because the miner did not appro-
priate large tracts of land, drive the game away, or settle in those areas 
occupied by the most warlike and hostile tribes. Later, the Indians real-
ized the miners were soon followed by the army and by settlers interested in 
taking up land, and as a result fought to keep them out of Indian territory 
as well. 
Several years of war had, by 1864, brought the issue of equipping the 
5 Richard I. Dodge, Our Wild Indians, 4?6o 
6 Ibid., 477. 
7 Annual Report or the Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, for the 
~ 1867 (Washington~ Government Printing Office, 1867), 231. 
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army with breech-loading small arms to major importance. Several types of 
improved arms had been used during the war with varying degrees of success. 
The Secretary of War indicated in his annual report for 1864, that, "The 
introduction of breech-loading arms for the military service generally is 
recommended. 11 8 At the time, the cavalry were generally furnished with breech-
loading carbines. The intention of the army was to have the infantry as well 
armed as the cavalry, but the matter of expense entered into any such con-
sideration, and the idea of finding a cheap way to convert the thousands of 
muzzle-loading rifle-muskets was uppermost, due to the desire for economy. "--·.,, 
Tests of the various types of breech-loading arms were conducted, and the 
testing board was supposed to make recommendations as to the best type of 
arms submitted.9 Little was done toward equipping the entire army with 
breech-loading small arms while the Civil War was still being fought,~ 
almost all the leaders of the army were convinced by the end of the War that 
the change from muzzle-loading to breech-loading arms must be made. 
The end of the Civil War saw the armies of the United States still large-
ly supplied with muzzle-loading muskets. These volunteer troops were rapidly 
demobilized, and because the change from muzzle-loading to breech-loading 
arms was already decided upon, "The disbanded armies were allowed to take 
f 
I home their arms at a nominal price.nlO Thousands of the best pattern muzzle-
loading rifles were thus sold by the government at the end of the Civil War. 
Large concerns grew up over-night buying and selling war surplus arms and 
8 House Executive Document No. J, Part ii, J8 Cong., 2 Sess ., Report of 
the Secretary of War /j.86;;} (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1865), 
I, 6. 
9 Ibid., 17. 
10 House Executive Document No. I, 39 Cong., Report of the Secretary of 
War /j.8627 (Washington: Goyernment Printing Office, 1866), I, ii. 
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materiaL Indian traders soon acquir ed large stocks of 054 calibre "Yager" 
riflesj 058 calibre Springfield rifles, 0577 calibre Enfield rifles, and 
quantities of older model muzzle-loaders that had been pressed into service 
due to the needs of a rapidly expanding army. In addition to the sale of arms 
used by the Federal forces, the arms captured by them from the Confederate 
troops were also sold. These captured arms were usually sold for their weight 
in scrap metal, and were supposed to be broken up by the purchaser. Needless 
to say, the value of the arms as such often led the buyer to resell them at 
a considerable profit, and many of these weapons eventually found their way 
to the frontier where a still higher profit was made selling them to Indians. 
By the last months of 1865, many Indians had procured good arms . In October, L--' 
1865, a band of Snake Indians went on the warpath in Oregon. 11 The Indians 
were all well mounted and armed, and the settlers were obliged to abandon 
their farms. 1111 
While the victorious Union armies were disbanding, plans were slowly pro-
gressing toward the adoption of a breech-loading rifle for the armyo No more 
muzzle-loading rifle muskets were being assembled at the armories, and the 
Chief of Ordnance reported that "A plan for the altering of the muzzle-loading 
musket into efficient breech-loaders has been devised by the master armorer 
at Springfield Armory, which appears to be superior to any others t hat I have 
seen. 1112 It was directed that five thousand rifle-muskets be altered accord-
ing to this plan and issued to the troops for trialo The master armorer men-
tioned was Erskine S. Allin; he had developed his system of altering the 
Springfield rifle musket while an employee of the Springfield armory, and thus 
11 Report of the Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1867, 95. 
12 Report of the Secretary of~ /:1865_7, II, ii. 
13 
would not have to be paid a royalty for the use of his patent. This was an 
important consideration, as the reduction of funds for the army after the Civil 
War ended made economy necessary, and Allin's alteration was certainly one of 
the cheapest to effect.13 
Since the Allin system was retained in use by the United States army until 
1892, it will be discussed in some detail. The system was first of all basic-
ally an alteration, not a complete departure from the muzzle-loading rifle 
1....-/ 
musket. It consisted of a hinged breech-block secured to the top of the barrel, 
immediately behind the rear sight, that fitted into the space left when the 
top half section of the barrel was cut off. The firing pin was a long metal 
pin extending from the face of the breech-block through the block and exposed 
to the contact of the hammer at the rear of the breech mechanism. The original 
side lock of the rifle-musket was retained and the hammer made to strike 
against the firing pin instead of on the nipple of the old percussion arms. 
The breech mechanism was the only new addition to the Springfield rifle-musket i 
necessary to transform it into an effective breech-loading rifle. The advan-
tages resulting from the alteration were many. Soldiers armed with the new 
rifles could reload in any position and with a minimum need for movement that 
would expose them to enemy fire. The ammunition was not subject to being spoil-
ed by wet or even damp weather as in the case of the paper cartridges used in 
the rifle-musket, and almost no cartridges would be ruined by breakage. No 
percussion caps were needed for the new cartridges, which relieved the soldier 
of having to carry a supply of these articles and cut the problem of supply 
considerably. Second only to the speed with which the breech-loader could be 
fired, was the increased accuracy and velocity obtained by insuring a positive 
lJ Arcadi Gluclanan, United States Muskets, Rifles and Carbines (Buffalo, 
N. Y.: Otto Ulbrich Co., Inc., 1948), 275. 
14 
fit of the bullet in the rifling of the barrel. Breech-loading ammunition was 
made so that the bullet was slightly larger than the bore of the rifle so 
that it would get the full benefit of the rifling. This was a haphazard fit 
in the older muzzle-loading arms, as the expansion of the hollow bullet was 
not always satisfactory, and inadequate fitting of the bullet in the rifling r 
resulted in decreased accuracy and loss of velocity. 
) 
The altered muskets of 1865 were .58 calibre, the same as the muzzle-
loading type, and the cartridges carried the priming charge around the rim of 
the copper cartridges as in the .22 calibre cartridges still manufactured. 
Succeeding models of this altered rifle-musket incorporated numerous changes, 
but the arm essentially remained the same for the next twenty-seven years. 
The operation of the arms was still that of a single shot breech-loader; the 
soldier lifted the breech-block, which effected the ejection of the empty 
cartridge, inserted one cartridge, closed the breech, cocked the large side 
hammer, and was then ready to fire. 
The altered rifle-muskets just discussed were intended for infantry use. v 
By 1865, the cavalry had been equipped with breech-loading carbines, most of 
which used metallic ammunition and were repeaters capable of being fired sev-
eral times without recharging the magazine. Colt and Remington .44 calibre 
percussion revolvers were also standard issue for cavalry, and the combination 
of carbine and revolver supplied the increased fire power that made cavalry 
a far more formidable enemy for the Indian than the infantry who were still 
armed with the muzzle-loading rifle-musket while the change to breech-loaders 
was being implemented. No breech-loading altered rifles were used against 
hostile Indians until the summer of 1867, and many infantrymen were not issued 
the new arms untjl late · in 1869. 14 
14 Cyrus Townsend Brady, Indian Fights and Fighters {New York: The McClure 
Company, 1904), 66. 
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Thousands of privately manufactured breech-loading and repeating carbines 
had been purchased by the Federal and state governments to equip the troops 
they put in the field during the Civil War. The Maynard carbine which was the 
first to use a metallic cartridge successfully, the Sharps carbine with its 
linen wrapped ammunition, and several other types of breech-loading carbines 
which employed the old style percussion cap to ignite the powder charge in the 
cartridge were used by many regiments of Union cavalry. Spencer and Henry 
carbines and rifles were the best breech-loading, repeating arms of the day, 
and were so popular that some troops offered to pay for their own arms if 
given permission to equip themselves with these fine weapons.15 The Spencer 
arm was made in both carbine and rifle sizes, the only difference being in 
barrel length. This seven shot breech-loading repeater was the invention of 
C. M. Spencer, who had patented it in 1860. The arm used a 56/50 calibre rim 
fire metallic cartridge, and was loaded through an aperture in the butt plate 
by inserting a metal tube containing seven cartridges. The operator had only 
to work the finger lever, which doubled as trigger guard, to eject the empty 
shell and introduce a fresh cartridge into the firing chamber, then cock the 
hammer on the side of the lock to fire each of the seven shots. Later models 
of the Spencer had the calibre reduced to .50, and a magazine cut-off added 
to enable the soldier to use the arm as a single loader and conserve his ex-
tra fire power for the final charge or repulse of an attacking force. 
The Henry repeating rifle was invented by Tyler Henry, who sold his patept 
to Oliver Winchester, an industrialist. Many troops were armed with the Henry 
rifle during the Civil War, and the publicity it received from this use added 
greatly to its popularity among the post-Civil War frontiersmen. Henry1 s 
l5 Francis Bannerman Sons, Arms and Military Goods Catalog,~ (New 
York: Francis Bannerman Sons, 1942), 265. 
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rifle was the forerunner of the Winchester lever action rifles of 1866, 1873, 
and 1876 . A long tubular magazine located under the barrel held the cartridges 
and spring that pushed the cartridges constantly toward the breech. A finger 
lever and trigger guard were combined, and when pushed down and forward ef-
fected the ejection of the empty shell and placed a loaded cartridge in the 
rchamber. The hammer was automatically cocked by the movement of a slide worked 
by action of the finger lever. The magazine held fifteen cartridges and could L," 
be emptied at an enemy in ten seconds.16 The main difference between the 
Henry rifle and the Winchesters that followed it was that the magazine was 
loaded at the muzzle end, the spring withdrawn before the cartridges were in-
serted and replaced when the fifteen rounds had been loaded. This meant that 
v the arm had to be partially disassembled for loading. The Winchester rifles 
1were loaded through an aperture, covered by a spring, at the right side of the 
I 
'breech mechanism. 
The Henry and Spencer arms have been covered here in some detail, because 
they became very popular on the frontier after the Civil War 1 and many Indians v 
were able to acquire these weapons from traders. Both arms were highly re-
garded by army men of the 1860's. The Spencer was often recommended for general . 
issue to the army, and the Winchester became the most used civilian arm on the 
frontier . Spencer arms were not produced after 1869, as the firm was purchased 
by the Winchester people to eliminate the effective competition of the Spencer 
rifles and carbines . These arms were at all times available to civilian buyers, 
and finally became the chief stock in trade of many shady Indian traders and 
frontier hardware dealers. The Indian was an excellent judge of weapons, and 
v 
was quick to recognize the value of these improved rifles and carbines . 
16 ( H. W. S. Cleveland 1 Hints 1£ Riflemen New York: 
· pany, 1864), 173. 
D. Appleton and Com-
17 
Indian troubles had been fairly few duri ng 1864 and early 1865, but t en-
sion was mountingj and those who were best informed realized that war wit h the 
Sioux, Cheyenne, Arapahoe, Kiowa, Ute and other powerful tribes was liable to 
break out at any time. The Powder River . expedition of 1S6;, that was intended 
to open roads to Montana, encountered the warlike Cheyenne Indians who were 
fairly well supplied with guns, probably muzzle-loaders.17 In an action with 
the Indians, two thousand troops were forced to withdraw in the face of the 
hostiles.18 The troops were armed with a few carbines and the Springfield 
muzzle-loading rifle-musket, as the breech-loading converted Springfields had 
not yet been produced in quantity for issue to troopso The results of the 
campaign were negative. Only the Indians gained by the acquisition of many 
"good carbines which they took from soldiers. 1119 
The Secretary of War reported in 1866 that the chief operations of the 
War Department during that year had been confined to "testing the various im-
provements of breech-loading small arms, and supplying them to the army. 1120 
The Secretary went on to say: 
The importance of speedily providing the army with breech-loading 
small arms of the best pattern has been recognized and acted J;POn 
••.• This board .["convened to test various breech-loaders_/ met 
March 10, and continued until June 4, when its report was submitted, 
and directions given to the ordnance department for the speedy manu-
facture of breech-loading arms •• . o It has been deemed advisable 
to convert Spr ingfield rifle-muskets , at a comparatively small cost, 
into efficient breech- loaders •••• The department has already 
on hand breech-loaders of approved pattern adequate for the supply 
of the cavalry , and mounted and light infantry. 21 
17 George E. Hyde, Red Cloud ' ~ Folk, 126. 
18 Ibid ., 130. 
19 b I id ., 132 . 
20 House Executive Document Noo I, 39 Congo, 2 Sess ., Report of the Secre-
tary of War f1866J(washingt on: Government Printing Office , 1866), 1. 
21 Ibid ., 5. 
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This report was misleading in several ways. In the first place the recommen-
dation of the board convened to test the different arms offered placed the 
Allin altered rifle fourth on the list of arms, and stated that "the Spencer 
magazine carbine is the best service gun of this kind yet offered.n22 The 
board further recommended that, "no single-loading carbine should be construct-
ed for the army.n23 The statement that enough improved arms were available 
to arm the branches of the army named in the last part of the report cited 
was true as concerned arms in storage; however, most of the troops were still 
armed with the same arms they had carried during the Civil War, and action 
reports and other sources indicate that many troops were using the old muzzle-
loaders long after November 14, 1866, the date the Annual Report of~ Secre-
tary of War was submitted. Large numbers of improved arms were listed in this 
report, but few were in use by troops. 94,196 Spencer Carbines, 1,731 Henry v 
rifles, and 12,471 Spencer rifles were included in the list of arms on hand. 24 
In view of the supply of improved arms, one wonders~ troops on the frontier 
were still fighting Indians with the old percussion rifles . Official inertia 
seems to be the only adequate answer to this question, 
Indian troubles flared up almost as soon as the Civil War was over . The ./ 
stream of settlers passing through and into the plains country was enough to 
rekindle the smouldering fire of Indian war . Obstacles to settlement in the 
plains region have often been discussed by historians . Lack of water, the 
dearth of trees for lumber, often severe climactic conditions, and the need 
for new agricultural methods are usually pointed out as delaying factors. One 
22 House Executive Document 
tary .2£ ~ ~1866_7(Washington: 
23 Ibid , 
24 Ibid., 663 - 664, 
No, I, 39 Cong . , 2 Sess . , Report of the Secre-
Government Printing Office, 1866), 679. 
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very obvious point is generally overlooked or passed over with a short para-
graph; that factor was the several thousand armed Indians who roamed over this 
region impeding settlement by their hostile occupation of the plains country. 
In 1866, the alteration of Springfield rifle-muskets to breech-loaders 
was modified from the type of 1865 by reducing the calibre to .50 and changing 
the firing pin to handle the new center fire cartridges o The reduction in 
calibre was accomplished by reaming the 058 calibre barrel to about .65 and 
inserting a rifled tube of 050 calibre, which was brazed to the original bar-
rel. By November of 1866, only 5,000 arms had been altered, and the main arse-
nal at Springfield, Massachusetts was sti ll retooling to effect the alteration 
of large numbers of the new arms.25 
The army on the frontier was ordered, in 1866, to establish a line of 
posts to protect the wagon routes into Dakota and Montana territories . Poorly 
armed, under strength regiments and companies carried out this order, and a 
series of posts were precariously established where orderedo Meanwhile y more 
and more Indians were obtaining guns , the imperative need for improved army v 
weapons was receiving scant attentiony and the once powerful Union army was 
being rapidly disbanded and large units of it immobilized on reconstruction 
duty in the South. 
Indian depredations were increasing in all sections of the frontier , and 
although most of the tribes were still using their native weapons and obsolete 
guns, the trend toward the use of the white man 1 s rifl e and revolver was grow-
ing. Reports from officers operating against hostile Indians increasingly 
pointed out that the Indians were obtaining more and more of the better type 
firearms o A fight with hostiles in Oregon netted the troops 11 19 horses y a few 
25 Report of the Secretary of War /:"1866_7, 655 , 
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rifles, 15 pounds of powder, and 20 pounds of balls."26 The officer in charge 
reported that the contest was close and ended in victory for the troops only 
after cannon had been used to dislodge the Indians from their positions.27 
The troops involved were armed with the .5g calibre rifle-musket.28 Contraband 
traders were sµpplying hostile Indians with ammunition and whiskey in many 
areas of the frontier, and measures to control this trade were urged by both 
the army and the Indian Bureau.29 Many Indians were still using the bow and r 
i 
arrow, but the increase in the number or guns encountered in the hands of hos- · 
tiles was very noticeable .30 
Not only did the army have to contend with Indians who procured arms 
through illegal trade, but they were also confronted with hostiles whose arms i..--
were furnished them by the Indian Bureau. This was a sore point with the 
army, and one that continued to rankle for many years. One Indian Agent in 
New Mexico feared that there might be tr1ouble around the agency. His method 
of handling the situation was to give the Utes "75 pounds of powder, two hun-
dred pounds of lead, ten thousand percussion caps •••• /:he then told them_? 
to go off on a hunt and stay as long as they can gain a subsistence . n31 This 
r appears the heighth of irresponsibility. The idea of having the Indians con-
centrated around the agencies was to avoid clashes with the whites. This agent 
not only encouraged their leavingi but furnished them with ammunition as readily 
26 Report 2f ~ Secretary 2f H£ ['1S66_7, JS. 
27 Ibid. 
-
28 Ibid., 39. 
29 Annual Report 2f ~ Commissioner of Indian Affairs,~~~ 1866 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, i866), 151. 
30 6 Illi•, 1 1. 
31 llig., 151. 
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usable on soldiers or settlers as game. Governor Thomas F. Meagher of Montana 
wrote a letter to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in April, 1866, protest-
ing the issuance of arms and ammunition to Indians. Meagher pointed out that 
the agent for the Blackfeet had, "distributed pistols and ammunition last No-
vember [:'to Piegan Indians_7, the same that are now on the warpath.n32 The 
pistols mentioned were surplus Colt and Remington revolvers, and were identi-
cal with those used by the cavalry, which relied heavily on this arm to give 
it superiority over the Indians. Why the hand guns were issued is not clear . 
As they are not good hunt~ng arms, the only reasonable answer is that the 
, __ _ 
arms were demanded by the Indians and their demands were granted in the hope 
that they would thus be bribed into remaining peaceful. The army's views on 
the subject were exactly opposite to those of the Indian Bureau. Their an-
swer was that, "The Indian should be deprived of his arms and horses," and 
thus rendered harmless.33 The government apparently took little heed of the 
need to control the supply of arms available to Indians 9 and in July, 1866, 
yielded to the wishes of interested parties by passing a law 11 allowing any 
loyal citizen, of proper character 9 to trade with Indian tribes . n34 
Officers on the frontier were much concerned with the need for better 
arms, and many armed themselves with the Henry rifles at their own expense . 
The troops were armed with a few Spencer carbines (cavalry), percussion re-
volvers, and a large number of . 58 calibre Springfield muzzle- loading rifle-
muskets .35 Colonel Henry B. Carrington , builder of one of the new posts 
32 Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1866, 199. 
33 House Executive Document No. 1, Part 2, 41 Cong ., 3 Sess . , Report of 
the Secretary of~ [:'1870_7 (Washington~ Government Printing Office, 1870), 
I, 22 . 
34 Annual Report of the Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1867, 6 . 
35 Fairfax Downey, Indian-Fighting~' 39 , 
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(Ft . Phil . Kearney in Dakota Territory), repeatedly asked the War Department 
for breech-loading arms and more ammunition in the summer of 1866 ,36 General 
Steel, commanding the Department of the Columbia, echoed the same sentiments 
in his report for 1866. He listed the actions against hostile Indians in his 
department for the year, and in connection with a fight with Snake Indians in 
November, 1866, indicated that the hostiles had a considerable amount of ammu-
nition, and that, "A greater number of Indians ~most of whom escaped_7 would 
have been killed had this command been better equipped , having nothi ng but 
Springfield rifles ~muzzle-loaders_7. Their use was wholely unservicable 
mounted , n37 General Steel's report also indicated an awareness that the Indians 
were procuring more and better arms. In December, 1866, nineteen Spencer-armed 
c,avalrymen fought a party of fourteen Snake warriors and killed all of the 
hostiles after a hard fight. "The sergeant reported the Indians well armed 
t:'not usual up to this time_7 with sporting rifles, Yagers ~ . 54 calibre , model 
1842 muzzle-loading army rifles_], Colt 1 s pistols , and bows and arrows . n38 
The last days of 1866 brought near disaster to Col onel Carr i ngton 9 s com-
mand at Fort Phil. Kearny. The Sioux, Cheyenne, and Arapaho Indians who occu-
pied the surrounding country were eager to drive the soldier s from their lands, 
and literally laid siege to the fort for many months . The t roops holdi ng the 
post were mostly infantry, and were armed with the , 58 calibre rifle- musket 
of Civil War vintage . R. J , Smyth, a civilian teamster at the fort in 1866-
1867 , included his opinion of the . 58 Spri ngfi eld rifl e-musket in a letter to 
Cyrus Townsend Brady, author of Indian Fights and Fighters, saying g 
I remember a soldier named Pete Smith . , • • thi s man was mount ed . 
He rode too far ahead of the outfit, the Indians cut hi m off • • • 
36 Fairfax Downey, Indian-Fighting~, 39 , 
37 House Executive Document No . 
Secretary of War L186i7 (Washington: 
38 Ibid ., 80. 
1 , Part 1 . , 40 Cong . , 2 Sess ., Repor t of the 
Government Printing Office , 1867) , I, 81 . 
The Sioux caught him, skinned him aliveo This man was an old vol-
unteer soldier, but what show has a man with the old fashioned 
Springfield musket? One shot and you are done.39 
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As Smyth indicated, one shot was all that was possible with the muzzle-loading 
rifle-musket in the rush of Indian fightingo Just before Christmas, 1866, 
(( 
Captain William Fetterman and eighty of his men a~d a wood cutting 
party from the fort . These men were armed mostly with the 058 calibre rifle-
musket, some Spencer carbines, their officers had percussion Colt revolvers, 
and two civilians who went along for the ride carried the fifteen-shot Henry 
repeating rifle. Fetterman was anxious to carry out his boast that he could 
ride through the entire Sioux nation with a company of regulars, and when a 
'? 
decoy group of Red Cloud 1 ~warriors appeared on a hill, Fetterman ordered his 
command to charge. This was probably the last order this officer ever issued. 
Red Cloud had at least a thousand Indians waiting for the troops on the other 
side of the hill. The Indians waited until the soldiers' guns were empty and 
v 
in the slow process of being reloaded, then they rushed the troops before their 
guns were loaded and killed all of them. "Fetterman and sixty- five others 
/:were later found_! lying in a square hardly forty feet square . 1140 Whether 
or not troops equipped entirely with breech-loaders could have successfully 
defended themselves is 1 of course 1 open to debate , however , less t han hal f the 
same number of troops defeated the same Indians the following year, and t hese 
soldiers were using the . 50 calibre j model 1866 Springfield rifle o The latter 
action will be discussed later in this chapter . 
The year 1867 opened with littl e change in the frontier condi tions or the 
policies of the armyo "The Report of the Chief of Ordnance 1 " for 1867 , 
39 Cyrus Townsend Brady, Indian Fights and Fighters, 63-64 . 
40 George E. Hyde, Red Cloud '~ Folk, 149 . 
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indicated that improvements and changes had been made on the Allin system of 
altering the muzzle~loading rifle~musketsj and that most of them had been is-
sued to troops in the departments of the Platte and the Missouri.41 This may 
seem a small change, yet it was the first time that large numbers of troops 
had been so equipped, and the use of the new arms in battle soon brought great 
changes in the tactics of Indian warfare and the conduct of the Indian cam-
paigns . 
In addition to the new breech-loading arms, the army also purchased fifty 
. 50 calibre Gatling guns and fifty 1. calibre Gatling guns.42 These new guns 
were not apparently in use on the frontier for some time, as no record of their 
use appeared for some time after their purchase. The Gatling gun was invented 
by George Gatling of Chicago, and had been offered to the Federal army during 
the Civil War. It was not considered efficient at the time, largely due to 
its reliance on paper wrapped ammunition that was very susceptible to breakage 
or unwanted explosions. The development and adoption of the .50 center fire 
metallic cartridge by the army furnished the type of ammunition needed for the 
Gatling gunj and the army 1 s first rapid fire or machine gun was placed in ser-
vice. The gun consisted of ten barrels mounted around a central axis and 
operated by turning a hand crank at the breech, which caused the barrels to 
revolve around the axis . Each complete revolution of the crank brought each 
of the ten barrels in line with the stationary breech, which caused the bottom 
barrel to fire and the top one to eject the empty shell as the mechanism was 
operated . The ammunition was introduced at the top by means of a gravity feed 
magazine , and the only limitations on firing , theoretically , were the ability 
41 Report of the Secretary of War ~1867.:J, 609 . 
42 James E. Hicks , What the Citizen Should Know About Our Weapons (New 
Yorkg W. W. Norton & Company, Inc . , 1941), 104. 
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of the operator to turn the crank rapidly and the speed with which the loader v 
replaced the empty magazines. Thus, if the operator could revolve the mechanism 
one hundred times a minute and the loader keep the supply of cartridges constant, 
the gun could deliver one thousand bullets a minute. The Gatling gun was long 
considered an artillery weapon, and was usually mounted on a light field artil-
lery carriage. After its value in repulsing Indian charges and as an offensive 
weapon for use with infantry was understood, it played a,n ever increasing role 
in Indian warfare. In 1867, however, it was still considered a more or less 
experimental weapon. 
The Indian troubles of 1866 were still present in 1867 . Sioux war parties 
dominated the northern plains area, and held the frontier paralyzed. Govern-
ment peace commissioners were sent to arrange a treaty with the Sioux and 
other hostile tribes. These commissioners were bent on securing peace at any 
price, and were even willing to give the hostiles arms and ammunition in retl,ll"n v 
for the signing of what the Indians considered a scrap of paper. "When a Sioux 
was told that if he touched the pen he would receive so many guns, so many 
pounds of powder and lead. it was bribery.n43 The records of the meeting 
of the peace commission with the Indians who had massacred Fetterman1 s command 
the winter before, which took place June 12, 1867, are confusing and contradic-
tory. The report of the Acting Commissi oner for Indian Affairs stated that 
"They fthe IndiansJ expressed great anxiety to get powder from the Commission-
ers , but it was refused . 1144 The Acting Commissioner further admitted that , 
"the only object the Indians had in meeting the Commissioners was to obtain 
powder and lead with which to continue and wage a more vigorous war . 1145 
43 George E. Hyde, Red Cloud ' ! Folk, 152 . 
44 Report of the Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1867, ~69-270. 
45 Ibid. 
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General Winfield Scott Hancock claimed, "that the Peace Policy Agents were hand-
ing out government arms and ammunition to Indians who were using these weapons 
to kill the government's citizens. 1146 Agent Partick of the Upper Platte 
Agency reported that he gave the Cheyennes presents and provisions for hunting 
(ammunition), and that "I since learned that they did not keep the treaty, but 
are now hostileo 1147 Small wonder, considering that the Cheyennes were the 
greatest friends and allies of the Sioux, and had also been present when the 
Fetterman massacre occurred . Even the Sioux were allowed to trade at the gov-
ernment trading posts in an effort to win their friendship, but, "Having traded 
for arms and ammunition they brushed aside .all talk of peace and abruptly de-
parted for the hostile campon48 No wonder General William To Sherman wrote 
to the Secretary of War saying: "I would like to have some power to prevent 
the Indians with whom we are now at war • o o from being supplied {as was done 
last fall) with the very arms and munitions with which they have fought us , 11 49 
Sherman wrote this letter in July, 1867, at which time the Sioux and Cheyennes 
were being given arms by the Peace Policy Agents in an attempt to buy peace, 
Even before the special peace commissioners met with the hostiles, the 
Sioux had once again commenced attacks on settlers and army posts. On June 4, 
1867, a party of Sioux raided Fort Randall, Dakota Territory, and drove off 
most of the garrison's horses. The official report indicated that, "a portion 
of them were armed with firearms , "50 which shows an increasing importance placed 
46 George Eo Hyde, Red Cloud '~~, 155. 
47 Report of the Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1867 ~ 289 . 
48 George E. Hyde, Red Cloud ' ~ Folk, 153-1540 
49 Report of the Secretary of War /:1867..:J, 67, 
50 8 Ibid o, 4 • 
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on the arms available to Indians~ as reports concerning action against poorly 
armed Indians usually took this for granted as it had almost always been the 
case prior to the post-Civil War periodo 
While the Peace Policy Agents were giving arms to the Indians they were 
to secure treaties from, and the army was begging for some control over the 
supplies available to hostile Indians, many Indian agents were pursuing a 
course of business as usual and doleing out powder and lead to their chargeso 
The Sissiton and Wahpeton Sioux were given some ammunition by their agent, 
which was supposed to be used for huntingo5l Upon being ordered to suspend 
issuance of powder and lead the agent at Fort Berthold, Dakota Territory, 
wrote to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs asking for permission to sell am-
munition to the Arickarees, saying: "There is no danger that people as hungry 
and poor as they will invest in large quantities of ammunitionon52 This agent 
may have been correct, howeverj past experience seemed to show that much of 
the supplies so obtained eventually found their way to the camps of hostile 
Indianso Several agents reported that they were sure that the hostile Sioux 1,/ 
were being well supplied with arms and ammunition by traders from Canada o 
Agent Campbell at Yankton, Dakota Territoryj reported that the Red River traders, ' 
whom were mostly half-breeds from north of the Canadian border j were furnishing 
the Sioux with all the powder and lead they could pay for,53 The hostiles i n 
the northern plains were fast obtaining arms as good as those used by the bulk 
of the army up to this time j but the introduction of a new factor into the war-
fare between the soldiers and the Indians was yet to indicate its significance. 
5l Report of the Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs ~ 1867j 245 0 
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That factor was the issuing of breech-loading rifles using metallic ammunition v'" 
to most of the troops serving on the northern frontier o 
Fort Philo Kearny, site of the massacre of Fettermen's command, was still 
in a state of semi-siege in the summer of 18670 The irreconcilable Red Cloud 
and his fifteen hundred warriors constantly harrassed the post and waited for 
another opportunity to attack the soldiers away from the protection of the forto 
Unknown to the hostiles, the new 050 calibre breech-loading Springfield rifles 
had been issued to the troops of this command, but the Indians did not have 
long to wait to learn what the significance this change in the equipment of 
the soldiers was to have. On July 31, 1867, Captain James Powell left the 
fort with a small detail of soldiers to act as escorts for a wood cutting de-
tail on near-by Piney Island. Arriving at his destination, Powell had the 
boxes of the wagons removed from the running gear and placed in a circle as 
a defensive measure o The wood cutters were set to work, and the soldiers 
ordered to keep a sharp watch for Indians o A party of about two hundred In- Z 
dians attacked the whites almost at once o Powell ordered all his men to take 
'} 
cover behind the loop-hol ed wagon boxes, distributed extra arms and ammunition, ___ .,..-
and told off men to act as loaders for the best marksmen o The men behind the 
wagon boxes were armed with a few Spencer magazine carbines, several percussion 
Colt revolvers, and the new breech-loading , 050 calibre Springfiel d rifles o54 
'\ ? 
Red Cloud massed hi s ~elde.st warriors to form the first wave of attackers, expect- 1 
ing that many of them would fall in the first volley from what he supposed were 
the old muzzle-loading Springfield rifle-musketso The second wave of prime 
Indian warriors was to ride over the soldiers while they were reloadingo Red 
Cloud ordered the attack~ the first wave of warriors dashed headlong against 
54 Cyrus Townsend Brady, Indian Fights and Fighters, 67 0 
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the improvised shelter of the wagon boxesj and virtually disappeared beneath 
the guns of the whites. The second wave followed at once j but there was no 
slackening of fire from the small group of defendersj and they too were forced 
back. Time after time, the Sioux charged the circle of wagon boxes, often 
leaving their dead within a few feet of the whites, Many of these Indians had 
muzzle-loading armsj revolversj and a few breech-loading rifles. 55 Powell's 
thirty-two men continued to hold off the fifteen hundred Sioux, and inflicted v 
(0 
so many casualties,. that the Indians, "concluded that the white man had made 
some 'medicine guns' which would 'fire all the time' and that their 
best pla.n was to stop the conflict . " 56 What a contrast this was to the Fetter-
man massacre of the previous winter. Fetterma.n had had more than twice the 
number of soldiers in Powell 1 s command, but his men had been armed with muzzle-
loading rifles. Powell's men were all equipped with breech-loaders, and were 
able to keep up such a volume of fire that the Indians were unable to ride over 
many as they had done with Fetterman. It was the arms that made the di fference . 
Even before this time the Indians had breech-loadersj but they had 
had no experience of the terrible destructive power of these weapons 
in the hands of cool and determined men protected by breastworks •• • 
This may be called a "transition fight . " The Indian was just em~rg-
ing from his scarcely dangerous days of bows and muzzle-loaders . ,? 
The day of pitched battles in Indian warfare was fast drawing to a close . _.,, 
During the late 1860 1 s the Indians learned that they could not hope to defeat 
: soldiers armed with the new rifles except by strategem j surprise, or overwhelm-
ing numbers of warriors armed as well or better than the troops. 
Indian troubles in 1867 wer e not confined to the northern pl ains area . 
55 Cyrus Townsend Brady 9 Indian Fights and Fighters, 67 . 
56 Richard I . Dodge, Our Wild Indians, 486 . 
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Almost all of the hostile Indians were reported as being better armed than 
before, which no doubt partly explains their increased hostilityo The Snake 
Indians in Oregon were still on the warpath, and were giving the army a good 
deal of trouble. Indians employed as scouts by the army were allowed to 
keep all the arms they captured from the hostiles. 58 This seems a rather 
short-sighted policy, as the friendly Indians of one year were often the hos-
tiles of the next. As an example, Indian scouts operating in Oregon captured, 
"three horses, five rifles, three pounds of powder," and other supplies from 
Snake hostiles and were allowed to keep their plunder.59 
The Klamath Indians on the Smith River Reservation in nonthern California 
were on the verge of hostilityj and the situation at the agency furnishes a 
good example of the state of preparedness found at most agencies. Special 
Commissioner Stevens reported: 
I was forced to believe the doctor's apprehensions ~concerning 
the Indians_7 well founded, and with this view, on my instance, we 
adjourned to the armory. There we found a miscellaneous collection 
of seven pieces, an Enfield, a Springfield, a Mississippi Yager, 
good arms, but~ badly rusted~ to be unfit for immediate~' 
the others all~ of repair, !!Q. balls and QQ powder o We were iIJ. 
bad condition for a siege, our revolvers being the only weapons. 00 
All of the arms mentioned by Steven were muzzle-loaders o In the rush of In-
dian fighting each might have been fired once, as there was usually no time 
to reload o 
Not all Indians were well armed by 1867, as only those rich enough t o 
pay the high trade pri ces or powerful enough to have their demands met by the 
Indian Bureau and treaty makers were able to acquire good arms o The Indians 
58 Report of the Acting Commissioner of Indian Affai rs. 1867, 101 0 
59 Ibid . 
60 Ibi d ., 139 , 
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in Utah were said to be poorly armed because they were too poor to buy gunso 61 
The Comanches in New Mexico had no such trouble, as their source of wealth 
lay in the horses and cattle stolen from rancherso Mexican traders were al-
ways willing to supply arms in trade for stolen live stock. Superintendent 
Norton wrote the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in his report for 1867, that 
Mexican traders were supplying the Comanches with revolvers, and that he wished 
that this trade might be speedily stopped.62 
In his report for 1867, General McDowell stated that the Indians in the 
District of the Upper Colorado were, "very active, and have become well arm-
ed.1163 A partial explanation for this is found in the report of Agent Oakes 
at the Middle Park Agency, Colorado. He reported that he issued ammunition 
to some of his charges for hunting purposes, and that he had furnished the 
Utes with good arms and a considerable amount of ammunition for the same pur-
poseo64 Apparently the supplies issued by Oakes were put to other than hunt-
ing uses by the Indians. These may very well have been the same Indians who 
were at~g~~§ by a detail of forty-five rifle-armed soldiers while hunting 
in the border area between Colorado and Arizona o The officer in charge re-
ported that his men were able to capture the village, but forced to retreat 
because these Indians had at least tw~nty firearmso 65 
The Apaches in Arizona were still poorly armed, probably because they 
were too poor to buy them. An action fought with them by cavalry troops in 
61 Report of the Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1867, 1760 
62 Ibido, 195. 
63 Report of the Secretary of War /:1867.:J, 127. 
64 Report of the Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1867, 223. 
65 Report of the Secretary of War /:1867.:J, 160. 
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April, 1867, was an example of the usual easy victory over the badly armed 
Apaches of the dayo Many Indians were killed by the Spencer-armed troopers; 
no soldiers were lost; the captured goods of the Indians included only one 
gun, but many bows and arrows.66 A similar fight and results were reported 
by another officer whose men fought thirty-five Apaches, killed twenty and 
valso captured one gun and numbers of bows and arrows. These troops were also 
armed with the Spencer seven-shot repeating carb~he .67 The Apaches had few 
good guns in this period$ and victories were not costly for the army.68 How-
everj if the agent for the Icarilla Apaches had his way this would not long 
be the casej as he reported to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs that he 
wished to supply the Indians under his care with ammunition and arms--as 
usual, fQr. hunting purposes.69 
Other Indians in Arizonaj namely the warlike Haulapais, were better 
equipped than their Apache neighborso Commenting on the Haulapais, General 
McDowell stated: "They Cthe Haulapais_7. o o are armed with superior weapons 
which they well know how to use • o o they Lthe troops_? would rather fight 
five Apaches than one Haulapaison?O Certainlyj the difference in the armament 
of the two tribes had a great deal to do with this preference o A confidential 
report of Major Roger Jones, following his inspection of troops serving i n 
Arizonaj was written to the adjutant general of the Middle Division of the 
Pacific, July 15, 18670 Major Jones recommended improvements to increase the 
66 Report of the Secretary£!!!£ L1867_7, 127. 
67 Ibido, 15L 
68 Colonel Thomas M. Anderson, "The Fourteenth Regiment of Infantry," in 
Rodenbough and Haskin, !!:!!!.Y of~ y. § o, 6080 
69 Re.port of the Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairsj 1867j 204 0 
70 Rewr.~ of the Secretary of War £1867_7, 89. 
efficiency of troops operating against the Indians: 
Eight or ten companies of infantry mounted and armed with a car-
bine1 preferably with Spencer 1 s, would be ample o o o oinfantry 
companies employed mainly on escort duty need a carbine and pis-
tolo Men of the company at Camp Cady o o o have provided them-
selves with revolvers at their own expense. 
The introduction of the Spencer carbine throughout the service 
will more than treble our effective strength.71 
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Other troops using the Spencer carbine, notably Custer's men were very success-
ful in their operations against hostile tribeso In a fight with Red Cloud's ; 
Ogallala Sioux in Kansas, "the troops had such a great superiority in arms 
that the Indians could not act effectively. 1172 The change to Spencer carbines 
recommended by Major Jones was heavily influenced by what he saw on his tour 
of inspection. The infantry stationed at Richard's Mill, Arizona Territory, 
were found to be armed with the Springfield muskets 1 calibre ,58, and Jones' 
report stated that they were unable to cope with the Indians in that district. 73 l"/ 
This was two years after the army had decided to replace the ,58 calibre rifle-
musket with a breech-loader using metallic ammunition. 
All reports concerning the new 050 calibre breech-loading Springfield 
rifle were favorable . The report of General Auger, commanding the Department 
of the Platte 1 said: 
The new breech-loading rifle (altered Springfield) issued this year 
to the troops in this department have increased their efficiency 
wonderfully. All reports concur in regarding this arm as nearly 
perfect for infantry, and the ammunition with it the best ever fur-
nished to troops .74 
The Secretary of War reported in 1867 that all of the 23,083 altered rifles 
71 Report of the Secretary£!~ /:1867.:J, 81. 
72 George Eo Hyde,~ Cloud 9~ Folk, 155 . 
73 Report of the Secretary of !!& L 1867 J 1 99 . 
74 Ibid.j 60., 
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had been issued to troops, "and nearly all of the infantry serving on the de-
partments of the Missouri and the Platte have been armed with them o o ~ . 
These arms have done excellent service in an Indian campaign during the past 
summero 1175 What the report didn't say was that infantry serving in other areas 
of the frontier were still armed with the muzzle-loading rifle-muskets, and 
would continue to be so armed for some time. 
While the army was improving the arms it issued to its soldiersj the In-
dians were also acquiring better firearms. Colonel Richard I. Dodge ' s descrip-
tions of the plains Indians of late 1867 were not those of lance and bow armed 
warriors with tomahawk and club their most lethal close combat weapons. The 
following incident furnishes an excellent word picture of the metamorphosis of 
the plains Indian from a poorly armed warrior to one of the world 0s best light 
cavalrymeno Dodge and a Pawnee Indian were hunting one day in 1867; they were 
discovered by a band of forty to fifty hostile Sioux who immediately charged 
themo Dodge described the incident in these words: 
About four miles back I had noticed a splendid defensive position 
. o •• here we dismounted and made our preparations for fight . 
The Pawnee positively refused t o fight on foot j and when I was ready 
I found him ready also; not a rag of clothing on hi s body j and 
nothing but a bridle on his pony. From some receptacl e he had fished 
/ out a lot of narrow red, blue, and white streamers which he had tied in his hairj and in the mane and tail of his horse j and which j as he 
moved streamed out for yards in the rear. Sitting perfectly naked, 
with unwonted ease and grace, on his barebacked horse j wi th f ire in 
his eye, determination on his facej a Spencer carbine in one hand, Y 
the reins and a Colt 1 ~ revolver in the other j he looked no mean ally v 
i n a fight for life .7° 
The Sioux deci ded not to attack two such desperate and well armed men and drift-
ed away after hanging around for several hours o Such an Indian as the one de-
scribed was becoming an increasingly familiar sight on the frontier j and when 
75 Report 2f the Secretary of War /:'1867..:/, 99 . 
76 Richard I. Dodge j Our Wild Indians, 457. 
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reports indicated that certain Indians were well armed it was just such a type 
of warrior they had in mind, not one armed with the native bow and lance, or 
obsolete muzzle-loaders. The year 1867 ended with the Indian troubles still 
unsettled and the arms factor assuming greater importance as the hostile tribes 
gradually replaced their older weapons with the improved arms devised by the 
white man, mass produced through his industrial genius, and directly supplied 
by the Department of Indian Affairs and shady white traders. 
An action between about sixty Indians and fifteen soldiers that took place 
in New Mexico Territory in January of 1868 furnishes an excellent illustration 
of the significance of the ch~nge in the weapons used by hostile Indians . 
The Indians took to the rocks about ten yards from their houses . 
Here they fought desperately, being armed with about 40 breech- l/ 
loading and 20 muzzle-loading arms. After a hard fight of one hour 
and a half ••• the command was successfully withdrawn to the 
horses. 77 
Other Indians encountered by detachments of the same regiment were also "well 
armed" and able to force the troopers to "withdraw. 1178 In the days before the 
Indian procured improved firearms, the better armed soldiers would probably 
have routed several times their own number of Indians, but , as the report stat-
ed, the possession by the Indians of so many good guns dictated a prudent retreat 
on the part of the troops . 
The Kiowas of the southern plains region were also out on the warpat h i n 
1868 . A letter written by Custer described a band of these Kiowas hi s command 
encountered a s being, 11 painted and plumed for war JJ and nearl y all were armed 
with one rifle , two (2) revolvers JJ bow and arrow and lance . 11 79 Custer ' s 
77 Lieutenant Charles M. 0 1 Conner jl "The Ei ghth Regiment of Cavalry," i n 
Rodenbough and Haskin ~ ~ of the Q. §. , 277. 
78 
?9 Papers of the Generals 1-L T. Sherman and P. H. Sheridan , Collection 
on File in the Division of Manuscript s, Library of Congress, Copied by :Jr ur,d81~ 
the direct ion of Pro fe ssor C. C. Rister~ University of Oklahoma~ 103 0 
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reports usually considered the armament of the hostiles, and while the older 
weapons were much in evidence in this case , he was quick to notice that most 
of the Indians carried rifles (not old muskets) and revolvers as well . 
Governor Hall of Colorado sent a telegram to General Sherman, September 
1 
24, 1168, asking for troops to cope with increasing Indian hostilities , Hall's 
request stated: 
• , . it is impossible to drive them ~the hostile Indians_7 OEt and 
protect the families at the same time, for they ~the Indians_/ are 
better a8Bed, mounted, disciplined , and better officered than are 
our men. 
Undoubtedly, many of these Indians had obtained the Spencer, Henry, and Win-
chester magazine rifles and carbines, as well as many of the Remington, Eharp, 
and Springfield carbines and rifles, The army at this time was still armed 
with the Springfield muzzle-loading rifle-musket and the newer .50 calibre 
altered Springfield breech-loaders; neither of these i nfantry weapons was any 
match for the magazine rifles and carbines procured by many Indians. 
The most serious Indian warfare of 1868 took place in the central and north-
ern plains . The Sioux were still on the warpath, and the famous war chief Roman 
Nose was leading the powerful Cheyennes on a series of devastating raids against 
settlements in Kansas , Nebraska, and the Dakotas . Special companies of scouts 
and plainsmen were organized i n September, 1863, to combat the Cheyennes , The 
scouts were officered and equipped by the army . The arms issued to them were 
given special consideration, as the units were to be the last word in equip-
ment and organization , 
They were equipped with saddle, bridle, haversack, canteen.i blan-
ket, knife, tin cup, Spencer repeating rifle, good for seven shots 1./ 
without reloading.i six in the magazine , one in the barrelj and a 
80 Papers of the Generals W. T, ShermRn and Po H, Sheridanj 103 , 
heavz ~~lt 1 s army revolver ~percussion type as used in the Civil 
WarJ. 
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The scouts were suddenly attac(ed by overwhelming numbe;s of Cheyennes on 
the Arikaree fork of the Republican River. Major George Forsyth, commander of 
the scouts,ordered them to take up position for defense on a small island in 
the river. This island was later named Beecher's Island in honor of Lieutenant 
Beecher, an officer in the scouts, who was mortally wounded in the first In-
dian attack. The scouts were all seasoned Indian fighters and realized at 
once their position. Rifle pits were dug, and the entire command made ready 
to withstand the attack they knew was sure to come. Many of the Cheyennes had 
traded or captured rifles in this fight.82 Hundreds of Cheyenne warriors 
charged the scouts 1 position, "Roman Nose leading the advance shaking his 
heavy Spencer rifle.n83 The Indians charged in such numbers and so heavily 
that the troops were only able to turn the Cheyennes back on the sixth contin-
/ uous volley from their Spencers. 84 It was lucky for the scouts that their 
officers had stipulated they be armed with the Spencer weapons - no similar 
body of men using the single-shot Springfield breech- loader of the muzzle-
loading rifle-musket could have so defended themselves . Largely because of 
their repeating armsj the scouts were able to hold their position on the r i ver .]w 
island until more troops arrived and caused the Cheyennes to withdraw j ' leav-
ing many dead on the scene of action but carrying away more j including their 
chief Roman Nose. 
81 Cyrus Townsend Brady, Indian Fights and Fighters, 76~Spencer arms had 
seven shot magazines, not six as in the quoted material.::/. ·, .- . 
82 Fairfax Downey, Indian-Fighting~' 70. 
83 Cyrus Townsend Brady, Indian Fights and Fi ghters, 86. 
84 Ibid . j 87 . 
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Sporadic fighting between bands of the Kiowas 1 Arapahoes, Compianches and 
Cheyennes continued throughout the months of September and October, 1868. The 
power of these Indians was considerable, and General Philip H. Sheridan estima-
ted that as a whole they numbered, 11 6,000 well mounted and well armed war-
riors.1185 Captain Louis H. Carpenter of the Tenth Cavalry wrote a description 
of the Beaver Isla.nd fight which was printed in Brady 1 s Indian Fights and Fight-
~· Two troops of Carpenter ' s regiment of Negro cavalry were attacked by about 
five hundred hostile Indians on October 14, 1868. The troops were deployed in 
front of the w~gons they acco~panied» and prepared to repel the attackers . 
Carpenter related that as soon as the hostiles came within effective rifle 
range, "A fire commenced from our seven-shooter Spenoers whi ch sounded like the 
fire of a line of infantry. 1186 This statement was meant to indicate that the 
two troops of Spencer armed cavalry could set up a volume of fire equal to 
that produced by an entire regiment of infantry armed with single-shot rifles. 
Another army writer described this same fight, telling of the Indian attack 
and t he value of the Spencer carbines in these words: 
Then followed a volley of Spencers which dro ve 
as though they were thrown from a cannon •• . 
were so8~emoralized by these results that they 
attack. 
the Indians back 
• The Indi ans 
di d not renew the 
Many of these Indians also had good f i rearms 1 but they di d not understand the 
use of such arms for repelling attacking bodies by controlled volley fire that 
could be made continuous with such repeati ng arms as the Spencer carbi ne and 
rifle , They were not long in learning this lesson though 1 and when they had 
85 House Executive Document No. I, 40 Cong ., 3 Sess ., Report of the Secre-
tary of War ~1868:J (Washington~ Government Printing Office ; 1868), 17 . 
86 Cyrus Townsend Brady ; India~ Fights and Fighters, 132 . 
87 Lieutenant John Bigelow, Jr .~ "The Tenth Regiment of Cavalry," in 
Rodenbough and Haskin; ~ of they. § ., 292 , 
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the era of pitched battles and mass Indian attacks was over o Only when firm 
in the knowledge of having completely overwhelming numbers would the Indians 
consent to a stand and fight strategy in battleo 
Even though defeated in several fights in 1868, the plains tribes were not 
crushed in battle by the armyo The army was in pitifully small force to cope 
with the now better armed hostiles, and could not hope to catch and defeat the 
wandering Indians. Only by striking the hostiles after they had gone into 
permanent winter camp could the army expect to crush the power of such tribes 
as the Cheyenne. To this end, Custer struck the winter camp of the important 
Southern Cheyenne tribe on the Washita Riverj in western Oklahomaj late in 
November of 1868. Custer took the Cheyennes completely by surpriseo The 
troopers killed one hundred and three Indians and burned a large part of their 
camp and stores. Many more Cheyennes escaped and soon were pressing the sol-
diers hard. About eighteen cavalrymen charged up a small valley and were 
surrounded and killed by the hostileso Custer saw the danger and ordered the 
soldiers to retreat. Had they stayed to fight, there is a good chance that 
none of them would have escapedo The Cheyennes were well armed and excellent 
fighters. Custer reported to General Sheridan that his command had captured 
thirty-five (35) revolvers; forty- seven (47) rifles; f i ve 
hundred thirty-five (535) pounds of powder; one thousand f ifty 
/pounds of lead; four thousand (4,000) arrows and arrow heads; 
seventy-five (75) spears; ninety bullet moulds; thirty- five bows 
and quivers; twelve shields; three hundred pounds (300) of bul-
lets.BS 
The arms captured indicated that these Indians were wel l armed and had plenty 
of ammunition. 89 No muskets were i ncluded 1 and a considerable number of 
-<;, • .__. 
88 Papers of the Generals Wo T. Sherman and P. Ho Sheridan, 63 . 
89 Ibid . , 660 
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revolvers and rifles wereo Considering the firearms captured were the prop-
erty of the one hundred and three Indians killed, it is not unreasonable to 
assume that the bulk of the tribe that made good their escape from the initial 
charge of the troops were as well equipped as their fallen fellowso 
The procurement of arms and ammunition by hostile Indians continued all 
through the troubles of 18680 In the spring, the Ogallala Sioux came in t o the 
agencies to talk peaceo Once the presents1 arms and ammunition had been re-
ceived1 all talk of peace ended and Red Cloud led them back to the warpath.90 
The agent for the Southern Cheyennes issued arms and ammunition, "without know-
ing that the Indians had commenced hostilitieso 119l This agent was either a 
liar or a total incompete.nt 1 as his job was to know what the Indians were up 
to, where they were, and above all to try and keep them peacefulo These were 
the same Indians that Custer attacked at the Washita, and .from whom a retreat 
was deemed advisableo General Wo Bo Hazen criticized the policy of issuing 
arms to Indians in a letter he wrote to General W. T. Sherman in November , -
1868. Hazen wrote concerning Indian raids from Indian Territory into Texas by 
Kiowa , Cheyenne and Comanche bands that were supposedly friendly. Hazen point-
ed out: 
It is o •• wort hy of notice that the government has regularly 
issued arms and ammuni tion to these peo~~e for many years while 
the marauding was known to be going on. 
As has been noted , the policy of giving firearms to Indians was not popular 
with the army on the frontier. Too often the troops were confronted by hos-
t iles whose guns were so acquired. To put an end to this j the Secretary of War 
90 George E. Hyde , Red Cloudv~ Folk, 1650 
9l Report of the Secretary 2.f. ~ /:1868.:}, 12 . 
92 Papers of the Generals W. To Sherman and P. H. Sheridan, 43 . 
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made his usual request that the Department of Indian Affairs be returned to the 
War Department.93 Little notice was taken of this request, as interested par-
ties did not wish to see such a prize "boondogle" as the Indian Bureau removed 
from their control. 
Army weapons had been improved during 1868, but many units were still 
equipped with muzzle-loading arms. Colt's percussion army revolvers were so 
precious on the frontier that they were kept locked under an officer's bed,' 
except for war or drill, because soldiers received high prices by selling them 
to settlers and traders.94 The sale of arms by deserters and troopers wishing 
whiskey money was a real problem.95 
The following year, 1869, saw only minor Indian troubles on the frontier, 
and a state of armed truce existed between the army and the still powerful 
plains tribes. Small bands of Indians were still raiding and depredating, but 
the majority of Indians were maintaining a precarious peace with the government. 
Action against the irreconcilable "Dog Soldiers" (Sioux and Cheyenne war= 
riors who remained hostile) indicated the increasing numbers of improved arms 
obtained by Indians . A small expedition on the Republican River in the Nebraska-
Colorado border country discovered eighty-four lodges of "Dog Soldiersn in July, 
1869 . The Indians were defeated and the soldiers captured fifty-six rifles 
and twenty-seven revolvers from them,96 but only after a hard fight in which 
the soldiers outnumbered the hostiles . 
Near the Mussleshell River in Montana , about a dozen raiding Sioux were 
93 Report of the Secretary of War/*'1868..}, xviii. 
94 Fairfax Downey, Indian-Fighting~' 67 . 
95 Report of the Secretary of War /:1868:J, 50 . 
96 Papers of the Generals W. T. Sherman and P.H. Sheridan , 490 . 
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able to hold off more than twice their own number of soldiers and civilians be-
cause of their improved weapons . "They were all armed with rifles and revolvers ~ 
and an abundant supply of ammunition. 1197 The Sioux held their position for two 
hours, and some were able to fight their way through and make good their escape. 
The illegal arms trade was receiving the full attention of the army, now 
that the pressure of war had been relieved. General Winfield~. Hancock, com-
manding the Department of Dakota ~ visited the Mouse River region to see if a 
post could be located there to break up the trade between the Red River half-
breeds and the northern plains tribes. Hancock reported~ "That trade consists, 
I am informed , of powder, guns, whiskey, etc ., which results to our disadvan-
tage. 1193 The report further stated that as many as fifty or sixty such trad-
ers wintered on Mouse River to carry on this trade. 
The Apaches in the south were slowly beginning to procure better arms, 
and General Ord 1 s report for 1869 indicated some repeating rifles» revolvers, 
several muzzle-loading arms, and many bows and arrows among the goods taken 
from hostile Apaches ,99 However , the soldiers were now all using breech-
loading guns , and the Apaches were getting the worst of the fighting . lOO 
The Chief of Ordnance reported in 1869 that the Springfield system of 
breech-loading could be improved upon, and that other systems were favored by 
several army men . A board of officers was appointed to test the various arms 
submitted to it as of March 1, 1870 )1 and to report its fir:dings so that a 
97 Lieutenant James B. Goe » IV The Thirteenth Reglmer.. t of Infantry/' in 
Ridenbou~h and Haskin, Army of the Q. go, 582 0 
9B House Executive Document No o I ~ Part 2 , Y 41 Cong . 9 2 Sess . 9 fl,eport of 
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standard breech-loader could be issued to all troops. 101 
Large numbers of improved arms were i ssued t o the regular army in 1869.i 
and it was reported: 
The cavalry have all been supplied with Spencer carbines or with 
Sharp's carbines altered to take the musket metallic cartridges 
calibre a50a About 30,000 of these later arms have been altered o 
The Spencer carbine at the end of the war was generally regarded 
with favor" and as being the best arm in the service.i and it con-
tinues to be regarded as a superior arm by the cavalry . The 
altered Sharp 1 s carbine gives great satisfaction.1 and in some 
respects - particularly in the ammunition .1 which is the same as 
the breech-loading musket ammunition - it is decidedly superior 
to the Spencer carbine .102 
This was not the whole story though, as previous reports had recommended that 
no single-shot carbine be adopted for cavalry usej and several reports had 
specified the Spencer for issuance to frontier troops . This writer en-
countered no instance in wh.ich the Sharp 1 s carbine was so mentioned . In addi -
t ion to the equippi ng of all cavalry units with metallic cartridge breech-
loaders, the arming of all infantry regi ments with the altered 050 calibre 
Springfield rifle had also been completed with the issuing of 6.1406 altered 
Springfield so l03 The significance 0f this change has already been discussed, 
however.1 the last report concerning this change i s worth including here . On 
May 6 , 1869, a. train guarded by soldi ers was attacked by Apaches J one soldier 
was killed, "but the Indians were so impressed by t he ope::'.'ations of breech-
loaders; then used on them f or the first time.1 that they regularly stampeded. 11104 
No mention i s made of the use of Gatling guns in the reports of frontier 
lOl House Executive Document No. I? Part 2 "? 41 Cong o9 2 Se ssc 9 Report of 
the ~ cretary of War L186.27(Washington: Government Printing Office ~ 1869)? I ? 32 ,. 
102 Ibid . J 442. 
l 04 Colonel Thomas Mo Anderson s "The Four teen:.h Infar_try y 11 in Rodenbough 
and Haskin 9 Ar~ of the Qo §o, 608 , 
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officers for 1869, but twenty-three 050 calibre Gatlings were issued to the 
regular army in this year, and from then on played an ever increasing rol e i n 
Indian warfare.l05 
By 1869, the transition from muzzle-loading percussion arms to those 
using metallic ammunition and loading at the breech had been accomplished o 
The army had a slight edge of arms superiority for a short time, but the In-
dians were obtaining breech-loaders as fast as they could , and the repeating 
Winchester, Spencer, and Henry arms were procured by Indians who before had 
used bows, muskets, or muzzle-loading rifles . A great change had come over 
the tactics of Indian warfare, and the army could no longer rely on a small 
handful of soldiers to deal with large numbers of poorly armed Indians as in 
the pre-metallic cartridge erao 
105 r -Report of the Secretary gf ~ L 1869_/, 451 , 
CHAPTER III 
BEHIND THE FACADE OF PEACE 
By 1870, all units of the regular army had been armed with rifles and 
carbines using metallic ammunition and loading at the breech. The only 
percussion weapons still in use were the Colt and Remington revolvers. The 
only other muzzle-loading armaments in current use were the cannon with 
which most of the artillery had been equipped during the Civil War. Many 
cavalry units were armed with the seven-shot Spencer carbine that had proved 
so effective in the Indian campaigns between 1865 and 1870, but this weapon 
v' 
was soon to be discontinued in favor of a single-shot carbine . 
A board of officers had been appointed to test various small arms, and 
the board 1 s report was to be utilized in choosing a standard arm for all 
branches of the army. In Novemberj 1870, the Secretary of War reported that 
no decision had been _reached by the testing board .1 However~ General of the 
Army William T. Sherman 1 s comments on the selection of a standard breech-
loader did not agree with the statement of the Secretary of War , Sherman 
said: 
This boardj composed of officers of great experience., was requir-
ed to report on the best small-arms and equipments for the army 
• , , • Their conclusion •• , has heretofore been· laid before 
the .Secretary -of War;who has ordered a ·limited supply of the arms 
recommended by the board to be distributed to the army for further 
practical tests . But I observe that the Chief of Ordnance . •• 
advises that another 50,000 of"the Springfield musket should be 
altered according to the present pattern •••• This would imply 
1 Report of the Secretar...z of War ["1870Jj I .9 xiL 
a selection of that form of musket before the practical tests now 
in progress are completedo The recommendation of the board was 
strongly in favor of the Remington system, and I concur with it 
entirely, and therefore suggest to the secretary that he await the 
results of the tests he has already ordered before incurring the 
expense of alteration of the second 50,000. All officers agree 
that the present musket is an admirable weaponjl but ·the breech-
block is not suited to a carbinejl and entirely out · of the ques-
tion for the pistol, whereas the Remington system is equally suit-
ed to alL2 
The ordnance department of the army was able to act almost independently in 
this matter because it was under the direct supervision of the Secretary of 
. -· 
War and was not subject to the control of the General of the Armyo Appar-
ently, the system devised by Erskine Allin was favored over all other breech- J 
loaderso That it was not considered by all to be the best type available 
. . . 
is clear, but the reasons for its continued use are obscureo Allin ' s alter-
at ion had originally been accepted mai:1ly because it was cheap and easy to 
implement, The inventor had been promoted in rank and placed in charge of 
operations at Springfield armory, but was originally not supposed t o be 
paid royalties for the use of his patent, as he had developed his system 
for altering the ,53 calibre rtfle-musket while an employee of the govern-
ment. Allin later brought suit for non-payment of royalties on the use of 
his invention, and the claim was ruled partly valid by the court sj althoughjl 
by 1370, the Allin system had been so modified in details as to be actually 
a different arm than the one originally tested in 1365 0 No proof seems to 
exist that Allin's influence was such as to have his interests unduly well 
protected by the army ordnance bureau and the courtsll but considering the 
business and political morality of the times, it is not unlikely that 9 polit-
ical influence and possibly graft played their part in the equipping of t he 
United States army with the Springfield rifle , 
2 Report of the Secretary of War Ll370J, Ill 5. 
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Sherman's preference was for t~e Remington rifle and carbine~ and many 
other officers had recommended the use of the Spencer carbine and rifle. 
Only the most c~~~~r!~~;ve were favorable to the Springfield by 1870 , Se-
veral types of repeating arms had been offered to the army, but all of them 
were considered not rugged enough for military service, although thousands 
of Winchester model 1866 rifles, Henry rifles, and Spencer rifles and carbines 
saw much hard service on the frontier in the hands of civilian settlers and 
plainsmen. However, the army was saddled with the single-shot Springfield 
until 1892, and this lack of arms imporvenient cost many lives in the Indian 
warfare of the period. 
The Chief of Ordnance reported in 1870 that only a few arms had been 
altered or produced as breech-loaders, 3,184 Sharp carbines being the largest 
lot altered.3 The report further went on to say that over a million small 
arms had been sold and that "Should the demand for arms and other munitions 
continue as at present, the Department will be able, in a short time, to dis-
pose of the greater part of its surplus stores,n4 Many of these arms were 
breech-loaders left over from the Civil War, including Spencer ~ Henry ~ Sharp 
and many other types of improved arms. Large numbers of these guns were sold 
to the French government, but many eventually found their way to the hands 
of frontier traders who reaped big profits by retailing them to Indians , 
The trade in smuggled arms had become so serious by 1870 that General 
r: 
Christopher C. Augur, commanding the Department of_the .Platte, recommended 
that the government give the Indians a limited supply of arms to keep them \ 
from obtaining guns from smugglers.5 This was a departure from previous 
X..11..~t,.,,.,.,..· 
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opinion, and represented the army's acknowledgement that it would be better v 
- . - . ' . 
to give the Indians a few older government arms than to have them buy repeat-
- -
ers from traders. General John Pope, commanding the Department of the Mis-
souri, discussed the relations between the Indians and the United States 
army in his report for 1870. Pope was especially concerned with the fact 
that the army had no jurisdiction within the limits of the Indian reserva-
. . . - - - -
'tions. Thus the conduct of Indian wars was made more difficult for the army 
~ - ' 
because the Ind;ans "may accumulate everything needed for them," without 
interference f'rom the army.6 Obviously, the articles most needed were good 
rifles and an adequate supply of ammunition. Pope further discussed the 
problem of arms in relation to the policy of the Indian Bureau. He said 
that the Indians were being urged to remain peaceful by being given "eve~y-
thing they covet."7 As the Indian measured hie wealth in ponies and weapons, 
it was of course the coveted arms that were furnished by the Indian agents. 
Most officers felt that this form of appeasement was the worst sort of fool-
ishness, as it only made the Indians feel that they were more powerful than 
the government and made trouble harder to stop once it had begun . 
The frontier was experiencing a short lived period of relative freedom 
from Indian warfare. Treaties had been negotiated with most of the hostile 
tribes in 1868 and 1869, and Indian troubles were confined in 1870 to a few 
sporadic raids and horse stealing expeditions by isolated bands and young 
warriors out for pleasure. As usual, the treaties so recently signed con-
tained the seeds of future troubles o The Sioux, for examples, were guaranteed 
their sovereignty over the Black Hills countrys, which in less than a decade 
6 Report of the Secretary of War ["1870J, 9. 
7 Ibid., 18. 
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was to be the scene of army expeditions searching for gold . Both Indian and 
army leaders knew that the much publicized peace was an armed truce at best. 
In the short interval of relative peace, the Indians had completed their 
armament, and the actions of the mid-1870 1 s, which the army frequently lost, 
mirrored this change. 
The Ordnance Department was still testing new arms in 1871, selling 
large lots of surplus weapons to arms dealers, and issuing small numbers of 
new small arms for trial by the troops. 8 The board studying breech-loading 
small arms was to make its final choice in 1872, although the Chief of Ord-
nance had already designated a new model of the Springfield , 50 calibre 
breech-loader for government production.9 The Remington system had been 
tentatively adopted for use in a single-shot, breech-loading pistol of 050 
calibre, and a number of these hand-guns were purchased from the Remington 
firm. 10 These pistols were intended to replace the percussion revolvers 
using paper cartridges. This change was never fully implemented , as re-
volvers were improved to use metallic ammunition thus removing the chi ef ob-
jection to their continued use. 
Reports from frontier army officers in 1871 contained the usual infor-
mation about the illicit gun traders and the rapid acquisition of better arms 
by the Indians. General Pope reported his interest in stopping the gun traf-
fie in the Department of the Missouri. Pope's report of October 2, 1871 
praised his men for their efforts, stating: 
Major Clendennin, Eighth Cavalry, with three companies of his regi-
ment has been in camp on the Canadian River, below Fort Union, 
8 House Executive Document_No. I, Part 2., 42 Cong., 2 Sess., Report 
of the Secretary of War ["1871_/ (Washington: Government Printi ng Office , 
1871), I, 250. 
9 ~o 
lO Ibid., 252. 
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during the entire summer, and has rendered important service in 
.. breaking up the illegal traffic with Indians on the Plains, which 
has for years been carried on by Pueblo Indians and Mixican citi-
zens of the Territory of New Mexico. This traffic 1 which has 
supplied the wild Indians with arf.r and ammunition . . o has al-
ways been injurious /:to peace_7. 
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In the northern plains region, steps were being taken to stop the trade be-
tween the Red River half-breeds and the Indians on the United States side 
of the border. This trade was the chief source of ammunition for the Sioux 
hostiles of previous years, and had been a source of irritation for a long 
time. In October, 1871, two companies of infantry were sent to Old Fort 
12 Belknap to suppress this illegal trade in ammunition and whiskey 1 1::ut 1 as 
always, they were only partially successful in accomplishing their mission o 
Breaking up this sort of trade was very difficult 1 as the soldiers had t o 
patrol tremendous areas 1 and the traders could usually av~id them and still 
make contact with their customers. 
The only major Indian campaigns of 1871 were those carried on against 
the Apaches in the South and an expedition for the exploration and security 
of the Yellowstone Vs.lley in Montana and Wyomingo Colonel? and later General 
George Crook led the campaign against the Apacheso Crook ~ in his report for 
1S71, complained that badly needed ordnence supplies (arms and ammunition) 
were not reaching him as he had requestedo Cr ook said thatj "requisitions 
forwarded six months since have not yet been filledi and much ir.convenien~e 
is t hereby occasionedo 1113 The Indians Crook was fighting were genel."'ally not 
as well armed as those of the northern frontier~ but had acquired many more 
11 House Executive DocEffient No. I, Part 2o, 42 Congo, 2 Sesso$ Report of 
the. Secretary of War jJ.871_/, I, 43 o 
12 Lieutenant A. B. Johnson , "The Seventh Regiment of Infantry," in Roden-
bough and Haskin, Army of the Q. §o, 5050 
l3 Report of the Secretary of War ;['°1871.:J, I, 77 . 
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guns than they had possessed at the close of the Civil War. Crook certainly 
could not be expected to fully prosecute the campaign when bis ordnance stores 
were not adequate. 
The Yellowstone Etpedition of 1871 was sent to secure detailed scientific 
information and to maintain peace in the region. This expedition was made 
by about four hundred and fifty men, including 11 a detail of twenty men from 
the Twenty-second Infantry, acting as artillerists, manning two Gatling guns.,,14 
No Indians were encountered by the troops, but the addition ·of the Gatling 
guns to the expedition was an indication that the army on the frontier was 
beginning to make use of this powerful weapon. 
By late 1872, Indian troubles had increased and it was evident that the 
short interval of peace was fast drawing to a close.15 Army men were becom-
ing increasingly concerned over the illegal gun trade with Indians and the 
practice of the Indian Bureau of supplying many Indians with arms and ammu-
nition - for subsistence hunting. The gun smugglers of the southern Staked 
Plains region were a particular irritation, and came in for a good deal of 
critical comment. General Christopher C. Augur, commanding the Department 
of Texas, reported to the Secretary of War that as of September 28, 1872, 
traders from New Mexico were still furnishing arms and am.munition to hostiles 
on the Staked Plains.16 Captain Henry E. Alvord, Commissioner to the Kiowas, 
Commanches, and other ~ribes in western Indian Territory, reported that agency 
traders had been forbidden to sell any arms and ammunition to Indians . Alvord 
justified this prohibition, saying: 
14 Report of the Secretary of War f1871J, I, 27. 
l5 House Executive Document No. I, Part 2., 42 Cong., 3 Sess., Report of 
the Secretary £f War /j87g7 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1872), 
I, 35. 
16 Ibid., 55. 
••• it is found that the Indians who are most insubordinate • •• 
are always fully armed, not only for the hunt, but for war, with 
weapons of the latest pattern and well supplied with ammunition. 
i("and.:J still greater efforts should be made to break up the con-
traband trade ••• which is carried on chiefly in the autumn and 
the winter in the Staked Plains region.17 
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Both General Augur and Captain Alvord felt that depriving the Indians of good 
arms and sources of supply would go far toward settling the Indian problem. 
Selling arms to Indians and the issuing of weapons by Indian agents was 
also a critical problem in the northern plains area in 1872. General Win-
field S. Hancock reported to the Secretary of War that as of October 3, 1872 : 
It is notorious, and not attempted to be concealed by the Indians 
themselves, that their supplies and munitions of war to enable 
them to carry on campaigns against these troops /:"in the Depart-
ment of Dakota ... / are provided directly by the authority of the 
Government at the different Indian agencies and at other points 
(trading-posts) within reach, at which establishments employees 
have to be protected by troops from ••• the same Indians . Even 
when supplies are being distributed to these Indians .18 
Hancock was especially irritated because the Secretary of the Interior had 
supposedly issued orders on September 9, 1872, to stop the sale of arms and 
ammunition to hostiles in Montana and Dakota .19 Restriction of non-reserva-
tion traders was also advocated by General Hancock. He said those traders 
who could not be supervised should be denied licenses and kept out of Indi an 
country. The Superintendent of Indian Affairs for Montana had clai med that 
he was careful that no traders furni.shed guns and ammunition to the Si oux, 
but that he could not stop the Sioux from obtaining weapons from the Red Ri-
ver half-breeds from Canada, which was the source, said the Superintendent , 
17 House Executive Document No. I, Part 5., 42 Cong. , 3 Sess . , Repor t 
of the Secretary of the Interior ~1872.:J (Washington: Government Printi ng 
Office, 1872), I, 550. 
18 Report of the Secretary of ~ /:" 1872.:J, I, 41. 
19 Report of the Secretary of War f:"1872.:J, I, 44 . 
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from which the SioU.x "· •. have procured most of their firearms and ammuni-
20 tion." The Red River traders may have been the chief source of guns for 
the Sioux, but it still seems ridiculous that the Indian Bureau should sup-
plement this supply with government arms. 
The type of arms issued by the Indian Bureau also was criticized. Ge-
neral Hancock said: 
If arms are issued or sold to Indians, they should be not our arms 
of precision, only those of inferior quality [9percussion muzzle-
loadersJ yet suitable for the hunt, and in this matter we could 
wisely follow the practise of our neighbors in the British posses-
sions.21 
Hancock's suggestion was .. largely ignored, as the Indian Bureau did not revert 
to issuing muzzle-loaders to their charges. No one in the army wanted to 
see the Indian Bureau furnish Spencer, Henry, Winchester, Remington, Sharp 
and older model {1866, 1867) Springfield rif'les to Indians who were expected 
to go on the warpath at any time, yet nothing was done toward restricting 
the issuance or improved arms to Indians in 1872, Perhaps the size and in-
fluence or the arms industry or the times had a great deal to do with this 
matter. Few firearms manufacturers wished to have large numbers of good 
customers cut off from trade by legislation restricting the sale of metallic 
cartridge breech-loaders and repeaters to Indians as was done in Canada. 
Open warfare had not yet broken out on the frontier by the end of 1872. 
Some military expeditions were undertaken, but they were mainly aimed at main-
taining the sham peace or hampering the operations of gun runners . General 
John Pope, commanding the Department of the Missouri, sent an expedition to 
the southern border area of Indian Territory to "put a stop to illicit traffic 
20 Report of the Secretary of the Interior /:1872..:J, I, 42 . 
21 Report of the Secretary of War f:1872..:J, I, 42 . 
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of New Mexican traders with the Kiowas and Comanches Lthe same Indians men-
tioned in Captain Alvord's report_7; a trade embracing exchange of powder 
and lead on one side for cattle and horses stolen in Texas by the Indians , 1122 
General Hancock ordered a strong force to operate as a deterring factor to 
warlike Indians in the Powder River country of northern Wyoming and the Da-
kota-Montana border region. This expedition included six hundred men, two 
Gatling guns, and one brass twelve-pounder cannon. 23 Only infrequent skir-
mishes took place, but the Sioux were stirring for trouble and the troops 
would have some real fighting before too long, Hancock was worried about 
the change in Indian warfare brought about by the Indians being better armed 
than in previous times.24 Some officers scoffed at such apprehensions, but 
Hancock's concern proved well founded when thousands? or Winchester, Spencer 
and Henry-armed warriors went on the warpath a few years later. 
Secretary of War Belknap 1 s report for 1872 contained the information 
that revolvers altered and intended to use metallic cartri~ges had received 
favorable notice, and would probably soon be issued to all cavalry,25 Bel-
knap further stated that inventions used by the government that had been 
developed by government employees were not subject to royalties or profits. 26 
This was specially intended to apply to Erskine S. Allin, inventor of the 
Springfield breech-loading system. The tests of various breech-loaders was 
still under way, though the choice of the Springfield seems to have been a 
22 r -Report of the Secretary of War L 1872 _/, I, 4 7. 
23 b I id., 40. 
24 Ibid. , 42 . 
25 Ibid,, 10, 
26 Ibid, 
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foregone conclusion, as has been previously noted. Many improved arms had 
been issued to the regular army during 1872, but most of them were only for 
teral and were soon withdrawn from service. More .50 and 1. calibre Gatling 
guns w~re issued, 1,057 of the highly regarded Spencer carbines were issued, 
and four hundred of the new metallic cartridge Smith & Wesson revolvers and 
numbers of altered .44 calibre Colt and Remington revolvers were issued in 
place of the older percussion models.27 
The major Indian campaign of 1873 actually began the year before. The 
Modoc Indians of northern California and southern Oregon were thoroughly stir-
red up over the question of their removal to another reserve, and after late 
summer, 1872, all that was needed was a spark to set off an Indian war. 
Most of the army officers believed they would have little trouble with the 
hundred or so Modoc warriors, but the Indian Agents and the civilian scouts 
knew that war with the Modocs would be a serious matter. The first signifi-
cant action took place on December 2, 1872, when a few troops attacked the 
camp of Captain Jack, leader of the hostiles. The soldiers captured the 
camp and took several horses and at least three good rifles that were the 
personal property of Captain Jack,28 but the Modocs rallied and drove the 
troops away with considerable loss. General Edward Canby, commanding the 
Department of the Columbia, reported the action to headquarters of the Divi-
sion of the Pacific on January 15, 1873. Canby stated, "· .. a grave mis-
take was no doubt committed in attempting their £the ModocsJ removal be-
fore a sufficient force had been collected. 1129 One of the mistakes made was 
27 Report of the Secretary of War t!"1872J, I, 322-323. 
28 House Executive Document No. ,122, 43 Cong., · 1 Sess., Official Copies 
of Correspondence Relative~~ Way With the Modoc Indians in 1872-'22 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1847), 43. 
29 Ibid., 47. 
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in judging the armament of the hostiles, as most of them were well armed with 
the best guns, not with muzzle-loaders and bows.30 In any case, the Modocs 
managed to elude the troops and escape to the lava-beds of southeastern Ore-
gon - a positidn that proved well nigh impregnable. 
Although the troops had been worsted in the first action, their leaders 
were still confident that the campaign would prove an easy one. The first 
fight had been fought by troops without sufficient supplies of ammunition 
and arms1 and since steps had been taken to remedy this situation the offi-
oers in command of the troops in the field were eager to come to grips with 
the Modocs. Reporting on the supply problem, Colonel Frank Wheaton said: 
I found an unexpected difficulty in the scarcity of ammunition at 
/_For"J:7 Klamath, nearly all the Spencers having been issued to 
citizens ••• and the supply of Sharp's and Springfield utterly 
inadequate; some of the troops today .Z-necember 26, 18?2:] have 
but five and ten rounds apiece • ••• Information received assures 
me the section of howitzers ••• tomorrow. If the amount of ammu-
nition on hand had been sufficient, and warra~ted me in so doing, I 
would have ordered the attack on about the 2?th December, ••• we 
will make short work of this impudent and enterprising savage.31 
Colonel Wheaton's January 14th report to General Canby reflected the high 
spirits of the troops. Wheaton described hie force as being the most "en-
thueiastio and jolly set of regulars and volunteers" that he had ever com-
manded,32 The scouts and friendly Indians insisted that the Modocs would 
put up a desperate defence, but Wheaton didn't see how they could and he ex-
pected no great diffiouity-·-r in ending the outbreak.33 
On January 15, 1873, about four hundred troops attacked the Modocs in 
JO Official Copies 2I. Correspondence Relative to the War With~ Modoc 
Indians in ~-'2.l, 38, 
31 Ibid., 48, 
32 Ibid., ;o. 
33 Ibid. 
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the lava-beds. Most of these men were armed with the single-shot Springfield 
,50 calibre breech-loader, but at least forty-five soldiers were issued Spen-
cer carbines to swell the volume of fire power.34 Captain Jack and his war-
riors took cover behind the rock formations and waited until the attackers 
were within point blank range, then commenced a destructive fore on the sol-
diers that forced them back with a loss of forty killed and wounded in the 
first attack. After the attack, Wheaton changed his opinion of the Modocs. 
He warned that a thousand men would be needed to drive the one hundred or 
so Modocs from their lava-bed stronghold. Other officers also altered their 
beliefs concerning the hostiles. Major John Greene said that the aim of the 
Indians was "deadly," that they were "proverbially skillful as marksmen and 
armed with good rifles," and that "I have never seen troops engage a better 
armed or more skillful foe. 1135 
After the failure of the initial attacks on the lava-beds, the troops 
were fairly demoralized and the fighting was reduced to long range sniping 
and the shelling of the Modoc positions. Rumors that hostilities could end 
by the surrender of the Indians finally led to a truce parley with Captain 
Jack and the other Modoc leaders. General Canby and two other peace com-
missioners were attacked by the Modoc chiefs, and only one of the whi tes 
escaped - Canby and th~ other · were shot at close range and died on the 
spot.36 
The murder of General Canby stirred the army to bend every effort toward 
the early destruction of the one hundred or so Modoc hostiles . General Jef 
34 Official Conies of Correspondence Relative to the War With the Modoc 
Indians in 1872-':zl, 50. 
35 Ibid., 54-55. 
36 Fairfax Downey, Indian-Fighting~' 148, 
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C. Davis was given command of the troops who had been bested and humiliated 
in open fighting by less than one hundred ragged Modocs.37 Davis began a 
cautious advance into the lava-beds; never advancing his infantry until the 
Modoc position had been thoroughly cannonaded and the hostiles forced to fall 
back. In this way, the Indians were finally driven to the outer edge of the 
lava-bed strong-hold, and once forced from their protective cover the Modocs 
were overwhelmed by the soldiers and the Modoc War of 1872- 173 effectively 
ended. These Indians had been able to so successfully defy the army for two 
main reasons. The first reason was the nature of the lava-beds they util-
ized as a natural fortress, and the second reason was that almost all of the 
Modocs had weapons that were superior to those carried by the soldiers. The 
weapon that finally decided the outcome O·f the wa.r was the cannon. Without 
the howitzers to force the Modocs to retreat from their rock trenches, the 
army might easily have lost the war. 
The second phase of the transition from muzzle to breech-loading small 
arms came to an end in 1873. The first phase had ended four years earlier 
with the issuing of breech-loaders to all troops on active duty. The last 
aspect of the change was completed with the adoption of the "Springfield sys-
tem of breech-loader • for the muskets and carbines of the army . n38 This 
standardization was not enthusiastically received by many frontier officers; 
especially was this true of those who, as has been noted, recommended that 
no single-shot carbine be issued to the cavalry and of the others that endorsed 
the Remington and the seven-shot Spencer weapon for use against hostile In-
dians. The board of officers testing small arms also recommended that all 
37 Official Copies of Correspondence Relative to the War With the Modoc 
Indians in 1872- 1:zJ, 107. 
38 House Executive Document No. I, Part 2., 43 Cong., 1 Sess., Report 
of the Secretary of!!!!£. /:1873.:J (W'ashington: Government Printing Office, 
1873) I, 17. 
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weapons, rifle, carbine and revolver be of .45 calibre. Reduction of calibre 
was decided on because of better accuracy with the ,45 and the weight of am-
munition was slightly decreased from the older .50 calibre. Both rifle and 
carbine could now use the same ammunition; which had been impossible with 
the older model rifles and carbines. Supply was often a difficult factor 
in Indian warfare, and this standardizing of cartridges was all to the good, 
but repeating carbines had been offered that could handle the new ,45-70-
405 calibre cartridge as well as the Springfiela.39 The board had also re-
commended that further tests be conducted on magazine arms; but the legisla-
tion pertaining to the functions of this trial board prohibited further tests 
after a decision had been reached.40 The officers had felt that a magazine 
arm should be adopted as soon as a suitable weapon was found, and specified 
the Ward-Burton bolt action magazine carbine as especially worthy of further 
consideration.41 The famous Winchester repeating rifle had been tried but 
considered as too "unreliable" for military service.42 
The explanation for the rejection of such a time-tried weapon as the 
Winchester lay in the almost impossible tests the trial arms were subjected 
to. Nothing but the simplest and strongest weapon could pass such series 
of trials. These trials included being fired hundreds of times without clean-
ing {almost impossible with black powder ammunition due to rapid fouling and 
corrosion), having tampered cartridges fired through the fouled barrels as 
well as one loaded with an excessive charge of powder and as many as three 
bullets, and being submerged in salt water for several hours and then allowed 
39 ,45-70-405: ,45 1.s the calibre, 70 indicates the number of grains 
of powder in the cartridges, and 405 is the granular weight of the lead bullet . 
40 Report of the Secretary of War /:"1873_:/, III, 49, 
41 Ibid., 48. 
42 Ibid., 49, 
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to rust for days before being fired again. The object of all these tests 
was to ascertain which arm would best stand the hard usage of military ser-
vice, and it is doubtful whether any magazine rifle could have met the almost 
ridiculous standards set by the ordnance department. The tests completed 
in 1873 had covered the Remington rifle system (advocated by many army men), 
the Sharp altered to use metallic ammunition, the Allin system (Springfield), 
the Ward-Burton bolt action weapons, and many others; however, as previously 
noted, the not altogether popular Springfield was the final choice. 
The Chief of Ordnance reported increased interest in the so far little 
used Gatling gun in his report for 1873. He said that fifty .45 caliber 
Gatlings had been 
"· •• contracted for and it is expected will be placed in service 
in the early spring i::"or 1g74.:J for the use of troops on the frontier. 
These are of such dimensions and weights as to be easily transported 
on pack-animals •.•• It is thought that they will be far more 
effective in Indian warfare than the mountain howitzers heretofore in 
use.1143 
The final change from percussion to metallic cartridge revolvers had 
also been decided upon in 1873, and the army had contracted for enough .45 
calibre Colt model 1g73 (Peacemaker, Frontier) revolvers to supply all 
cavalry units by the spring of 1874.44 The .45 Colt remained the standard 
hand-gun for many years. 
One especially interesting weapon was chosen by the small arms board 
for issue to infantry. This was a bayonet designed for use as an. entrenching 
tool. The trowel bayonet blade was about eleven inches long and about six 
inches wide at the base coming to a point at the end. It was supposed to 
be either fixed to the rifle for use as a shovel or bayonet or used by hand 
for digging rifle pits. Ten thousand of these odd bayonets were ordered to 
43 Report .of the Secretary of War t!°l87J.:J, III, 10. 
44 Ibid. 
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be manufactured at the Springfield arsenai.45 
By 1873, the Spencer carbine was being issued only to replace those worn 
out or broken by men whose units were equipped with them, and this fine In-
dian fighting carbine was soon· to pass from army use altogether. Over three 
thousand of the Sharp carbines were altered to take the .50 calibre rifle 
cartridge and issued to cavalry in 1873, and several hundred trial rifles 
and carbines had also been tested by troops in the field. Only three Gatling 
guns were issued in the same year, as has been noted, but the growth of in-
terest in them was considerable.46 
The Yellowstone Expedition of 1873 was the only major troop activity 
of the year in the plains region. The expedition was a large one and included 
cannon. Its chief aim was to prevent any large gathering of Sioux and to 
act as a deterring factor to the hostile inclinations of the Indians. Near 
the mouth of the Tongue River in Montana the advance guard of the expedition 
I 
was attacked by about three hundred Indians who were "well armed with breech-
loading rifles.n47 The main body finally came to the rescue and the Sioux 
were forced to withdraw, but the hostiles had managed to seriously threaten 
the Sharp carbine-armed troopers, mainly because of their improved rifles.48 
Henry, Winchester, and Spencer weapons were seen in the hands of many of 
the Sioux. All of the Sioux seen on this expedition were said to be well 
armed and equipped with good weapons.49 No large scale warfare broke out 
45 Report of the Secretary of War ,{"1373.:J, III, 5, 
46 Ibid., 16-18. 
47 Major E. A. Garlington, "The Seventh Regiment of Cavalry," in Roden-
bough and Haskin, !!:!!I of the!!•.§., 256, 
48 Robert Hunt and Frazier Hunt, 1 Fought With Custer (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1947), 23. 
49 Captain Oskaloosa M. Smith, "The Twenty-Second Regiment of Infantry," 
in Rodenbough and Haskin, !!:!!!il of they.~., 684. 
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though, but the increased number of quality guns obtained by the Sioux was 
a matter of concern to many army men who realized that war might begin at 
any time. 
General Nelson A. Miles spoke of the Indian's proficiency with improved 
arms in these words: 
The Indian's ,marksmanship is very accurate within the range to which 
he is accustomed in killing game - say within two hundred yards; 
but in the use of the long-range rifle, where he must take account 
of the elevated sights, the distance and the effect of the wind upon 
the flight of the bullet, he is inexperienced and in no way a match 
for his more intelligent enemy ["united States troopsJ.50 
Miles had touched on the main arms factor in which the army had the advantage v' 
over the Indians. The .45 calibre rifles of the infantry had a much longer 
range than the .44 calibre Henry and Winchester, the Spencer, or any of the 
carbines and rifles most commonly procured by Indians. Infantry could thus 
out range their attackers and often break up an attack before it got close 
enough for the repeating guns of the hostiles to have their deadly close 
range effect, and as Miles observed, even when an Indian did possess a long 
range buffalo or hunting rifle he was not usually proficient with it at any 
distance. 
A tenuous peace was maintained through most of 1874, but such events 
as the threatened attack on the Red Cloud agency in Dakota indicated that 
the fabric of peace -was wearing thin and must soon be rent to shreds. The 
Sioux who had menaced the agency were "all armed with breech-loaders and 
Colt revolvers, 11 51 and their armament was typical of the Indians of the 
time. The expedition that sc.oure? the Black Hills o_f Dakota in 1875 was a 
very strong one. It included two Gatling guns and over on~ thousand troops.52 
50 Nelson A. Miles, Personal Recollections and Adventures, 160. 
51 George E. Hyde, Red~'§ Folk, 226. 
52 Robert Hunt and Frazier Hunt, I Fought With Custer, 36. 
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This was too powerful a force for the Sioux to attack with any chance of easy 
victory, and perhaps the presence of the two Gatlings had something to do 
with influencing the Indians to leave the soldiers alone. This expedition 
did not meet any hostile bands, but their trespassing and the news that some 
gold had been found were to prove one of the sparks that ignited the north-
ern frontier a few months later. 
In April of 1875, the Southern Cheyennes broke away from their reserva-
tion on the Canadian River in Indian Territory. One company of infantry and 
three troops of cavalry had been summoned to the agency to keep the peace, 
but in the fight to keep the Indians in place the soldiers did little more 
than hold their own. "Being well armed and well posted, the Indians held 
their ground until nightfall and then stole away. 1153 This was exactly what 
the Cheyennes had wished to do and thus the fight must be counted a victory 
for the Indians, The troops followed the Cheyennes into the Sand Hills 
region and finally were able to attack the Indians while in camp. Gatling 
guns were brought to bear on the Indian camp and positions, and were able 
to hurl a hail of bullets into the hostiles. 54 The troops charged under 
cover of the Gatlings, and the Cheyennes were completely defeated. "The 
Indians were nearly all armed with rifles and carbines, the Spencer carbine 
predominating. 11 55 This was one of the first instances on record in which 
Gatling guns were used against hostile Indians, 
By mid-1875, the Indian Bureau admitted that the era of peace spoken 
of in reports and of which assurances were constantly given was likely to 
53 Lieutenant John Bigelow, Jr., "The Tenth Cavalry," in Rodenbough and 
Haskin, ~ , of' the Q. §., 294 . 
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explode into full scale war at any time. 56 The powerful Sioux and Cheyenne 
were still roaming free in the Powder River area of Wyoming and Montana, and 
their removal from this region was considered necessary to prevent widespread 
frontier war. The Indians did not take kindly to the removal plan and imme-
diately accelerated their preparations for war . 
The traders of the Northern frontier were over-run with applica-
tions for the best arms and ammunition, and so determined were the 
Indians on the possession of these necessities to successful war-
fare, that in many instances a first-class, well tanned buffalo 
robe was offered in barter for three metallic cartridges. At such 
prices, they, of course, very soon obtained a supply sufficient to 
carry them through several campaigns.57 
Two expeditions were sent to carry out the removal policy, but neither was 
able to come to grips with the Indians and defeat them. A peace council 
was called to talk things over with the unruly Sioux and Cheyenne; however, 
the parley ended with nothing gained. Hyde ' s description of an Indian at 
the peace council was typical of the armament of the warriors. No bow 
lance, and tomahawk armed savage was he; 11 • , • in one hand he clutched a 
Winchester, and his other fist was full of cartridges. 11 58 Such warriors 
would prove more worthy foes for the army in the months ahead . 
Colonel (later General) Nelson A. Miles' opinion of one of the main 
causes for Indian wars was included by the Secretary of War in his annual 
report for 1875 . Miles stated: 
Through direct and indirect means they ["the IndiansJ are allow-
ed to provide tliemselves with the most improved weapons of war 
["sharp, Winchester~ Spencer, Remington rifles and Colt and Smith 
& wesson revolvers . ./ , and thi s inf lames their savage natures and 
56 House Executive Document No . I, Part 2 . , 44 Cong ., 2 Sess., Report 
of the Secretary of War /:1876J (Washington~ Government Printing Office, 
1876), I, 6. 
57 Richard I . Dodge,~ Wild Indians, 493 . 
58 George E. Hyde, Red~,~ Folk 243 , 
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gives them confidence in their strength.59 
The direct means Miles referred to was the policy of the Indian Bureau of 
furnishing the Indians with arms, many of which were repeatjng rifles. The 
indirect means was, of course, the frontier traders who bartered and sold 
guns to Indians who could pay the high prices such traders placed on fire-
arms. In any casej Miles clearly was not in favor of allowing Indians to 
procure any arms that would equip them for fighting the army and encourage 
them to do so. 
Several developments in weapons haa occurred in the three years up to 
and including 1875. Colt had marketed the famous Frontier revolver in 1S73, 
and the army had adopted it for general issue to all mounted troops. Thou-
sands of these weapons were turned out at the Colt works for both civilian 
and army buyers, and it was not long before modern mass production methods 
had flooded the frontier with the .45 Colt revolver that was to be manufac-
tured without significant change until the Second World War. The Winchester 
firm brought out a new model of their repe~ting rifle in the same year (1873). 
This was also mass producedj and like the Colt became the most popular 
weapon of its kind on the frontier. Thousands upon thousands of Winchesters 
were sold on the frontier by traders who often were not averse to selling 
to Indians at double the price a white man would pay, and since the Indian 
was a good judge of arms he was quick to obtain the new rifles and the Colt 
revolvers that often acco~panied them. In addition to the new Winchesters, 
many Indians procured Spencer carbinesj model 1866, 1868, and 1870 Spring-
field breech-loadersj and many less numerous types of improved arms the army 
had sold when the .45 calibre Springfield rifle and carbine were adopted as 
59 Report of the Secretary of War ~1875:ij Ij 91. 
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standard issue for all troops. 
The Secretary of War reported in 1875 that a11 troops had been equipped 
with the new .45 calibre Springfield weapons.60 This change not only meant 
that the army had gained by acquiring a standard arm, but also that the 
valuable Spencer carbines were withdrawn entirely from service 1 a step op-
posed by many officers serving on the frontier. As notedj it was the Spencer 
that had served the troopers so well in many of the actions of 1867, 1868 
and 1869. The new Springfield carbines were single-shot and did not have 
the potential fire power of the Spencer. Thus the cavalry troopers not only 
faced the prospect of fighting Indians who were better armed than they had 
ever been, but had to do so equipped with an arm in many ways inferior to 
those of their opponents. The army was primarily interested in equipping 
their troops with a weapon that would be at all times reliablej and to this 
end the rugged Springfield system was favored over the Spencerj Winchester 
and others that would fail to function even once in a thousand times. The 
difference between troops using the Springfield and Indians armed with the 
"unreliable" Spencer, Henry, and Winchester was to be well illustrated in 
the battles of 1S76. 
The years immediately preceding 1875 saw an increased interest in the 
Gatling gunj and the use of the Gatling was now no longer considered as 
primarily for flanking artillery and fort ifications but as a field weapon 
to accompany infantry and cavalry. Many officers~ including Custer 1 did not 
appreciate the value of the Gatling gun as yet, but those who did saw that 
it was the army's best answer to the better arms of many hostile Indians, 
The period of 1870 through 1875 was one of precarious peace maintained 
~ l- -Report of the Secretary of War 1875_/9 I ~ 19 . 
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on the frontier by means of a makeshift armed truce between the Indians and 
the army. War was often threatened by minor raids and incidents of the 
timej but general frontier warfare had not yet broken out by the end of 1875, 
During this interval of sham peace the Indians had provided themselves with 
improved weapons at an ever increasing rate~ so that by 1876 the tribes of 
the plains had reached their peak strength in firearms . The army had im-
proved and changed its armament during the same periodj but not always for 
the better; howeverj the weapons that were to be standard issue until 1892 
had finally been decided upon. Perhaps the most radical development in the 
army's weapons was the growth of interest in and acceptance of the Gatling 
rapid fire machine gun. The activities of the army on the frontier had 
been largely confined to ha}ting the illegal arms trade and to extensive 
expeditions and patrols to preserve a semblance of peace. Both efforts 
failed to attain their ultimate goals. Countless numbers of army men con-
tinued to object to the Indian Bureau's policy of issuing guns to Indians; 
these warnings also were mostly fruitlessj and generally were only heeded 
after hostilities were in progress. 
At the end of 1875 the Indian Bureau decided that all the I ndians of 
the northern plains would have to be directly subjected to the authority of 
the government. On January 3j 1876j runners were sent to the various tribes 
and bands to the effect that those who did not report to a designated Indian 
agency by January 31 would be considered as hostile and treated accordingly. 
This was a very foolish order, as it we.s almost impossible for many Indians 
to break camp and move in weather that often reached 26 degrees below zero, 
and only tended to create sympathy for the non-agency Indians among many 
who were located at agencies. Large numbers of supposedly friendly Indians 
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left their agencies and joined the wandering bands. War was thus forced by 
the action of the government. The significance of the arms employed in 
the campaigns that followed will constitute the next chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE FLOOD AND EBB OF INDIAN WAR 
The decision of the government that all the Indians of the northern 
frontier would have to turn themselves in to a designated agency by Janu-
ary 31, 1876, put in motion a chain of events that finally led to the crush-
ing of Indian power in that region. Few of the army men that were to lead 
the troops in the ensuing campa.igns anticipated that the Indian wars of 
1876 would assume the proportions and seriousness that they did. Most offi-
cers had 1only the vaguest conception of what fighting the powerful and 
superbly equipped Sioux and Cheyenne actually meant in terms of preparation 
and numbers involved. 
It was not until the late spring of 18?6 that the major plan of opera-
tions against the Sioux and Cheyenne allies was put in motion. The plan 
was to have three columns of troops converge on the area thought to be occu-
pied by the hostiles and crush the Indians in one blow. As it turned out, 
the Sioux managed to fight the troops before they were able to rendezvous 
and the plan was a failure. 
General George Crook's column of about one thousand men was the first 
to engage the hostiles. On June 17, 1876, Crook's force was attacked on 
the Rosebud River, in Dakota, by a band of roughly twelve to fifteen hundred 
hostiles, "The Indians were better armed than the soldiers and possessed 
ammunition in plenty. 111 The battle lasted for twelve hours and finally 
1 Cyrus Townsend Brady, Indian Fights and Fighters, 184, 
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ended with the withdrawal of the Indians; however, "Crazy Horse ["leader 
of the hostiles in this action_.7 actually defeated General Crook. 112 Colonel 
Richard I. Dodge's comment on this battle was that "Noth~ng but the courage 
and dtsicpline of the command, and the galling fire of the long-range rifles 
of the infantry [".45 calibre Springfield_.7 saved it from complete destruc-
tion.113 This emphasizes again the major importanpe of the longer range of 
the army rifle than thet of the repeaters of the Indians. Although the 
Battle of the Rosebud was not exactly decisive, Crook's column was so badly 
mauled that it was forced to return to its base camp for supplies and re-
organization, and it was the improved arms of the Indians that had defeated 
Crook. 
A few days after Crook's unhappy experience with the Sioux, Custer and 
his Seventh Cavalry were detached from General Alfred Terry's column to 
track down a report that the main hostile camp was on the Little Big Horn 
River a few days march from the main column. Custer's men were all armed 
with the .45 calibre single-shot Springfield carbine and .45 calibre Colt 
model 1873 revolvers, each man carried one hundred rounds of cartridges for 
his carbine and twenty-four rounds of revolver ammun~tion.4 After proceed-
ing a short distance, Custer sent his two Gatling guns over to Colonel John 
Gibbon's western column as he feared they would possibly slow his march 
with the result that the Indians would escape.5 These same guns might have 
made a tremendous difference in the battle that occurred a few days later, 
when Custer was killed with one half of his regiment. Custer expected to 
2 James McLaughlin, Mi; Friend the Indian (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1926), 121. 
3 Richard I. Dodge, QB!: Wild Indians, 446. 
4 Robert Hunt and Frazier Hunt, I Fought With Custer, 66. 
5 Major Alfred E. Bates and Captain Edward J. McClernand, "The Second 
Regiment of Cavalry," in Rodenbough and Haskin,~ of~ Q. §., 185. 
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fight about fifteen hundred Indians, "most of these to be poorly armedj 11 and 
generally did not foresee any serious danger to himself and his command. 6 
On locating the hostile camp, Custer divided his force into two groups 
and decided to attack at once. Taking personal command of the first group, 
Custer disappeared in the direction of the Indian camp with about two hundred 
and forty men. What followed has never been definitely agreed upon, as no 
army withesses survived to describe the fight. In any case, Custer must have 
seen his mistakes in judgment almost immediately. His force was at once at-
tacked by twice the number of hostiles he had expected and the large majority 
of them were carrying Winchester and other improved rifles as well as revol-
vers. 
Three thousand warriors, armed with the best magazine rifles, gather-
ed in the ravines and coolies and burst upon Custer's intrepid band. 
Of course, it was but a question of time; encumbered by the led horses; 
provided with an inferior arm ~single-shot Springfield carbine_?; the 
Indians not only twelve to one, but each of these twelve firing at 
close q~rters five shots to every soldier's one, the end was soon 
reached.? 
Several Indian survivors have given their versions of what transpired after 
Custer split his command and was surrounded by the hostiles. Rain-in-the-
Face, one of the Sioux leaders, was persuaded in 1B94 to comment on a painting 
of the Custer battle, The Indian leader's statement as .given to W. Kent Thomas, 
a newspaper reporter, and later published in Cyrus Townsend Brady's Indian 
Fights and Fighters is as follows: 
This picture gives us bows and arrows. We were better armed than 
the long swords ~soldiers, especiall~ cavalry.:J. Their guns wouldn't 
shoot but once - ~he thing ~ejector_j' wouldn't throw out the empty 
cartridge shells. 
6 Robert Hunt and Frazier Hunt, I Fought With Custer, 79. 
7 Major E. A. Garlington, "The Seventh Cavalry, 11 in Rodenbough and Has-
kin,~ of the J!. §., 259. 
8 Cyrus Townsend Brady, Indian Fights and Fighters, 285. 
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Nearly all the Indian versions of the story indicate that the hostiles' super-
ior weapons gave them a great advantage over the troops, and that the defec-
tive ejection of empty cartridges rendered many of the soldiers carbines 
useless.9 
Major Marcus Reno was in command of the largest remaining detachment of 
the Seventh Cavalry after Custer left to attack the Sioux village. The force 
under Reno was also heavily attacked and the account furnished by its com-
manding officer gave much attention to the armament of the hostiles. Having 
dug themselves in on a small bluff, Reno's men prepared to resist any Indian 
assaults. Reno described the Indian attack that took place the morning after 
Custer and his men had been wiped out in these words: "I heard the crack of 
two rifles. This was the signal for the beginning of a fire that I have never 
seen equaled. Every rifle was handled by an expert f""Indian_7 marksman, and 
with a range that exceeded our carbines. 1110 The fighting continued until 
Indian scouts warned of the approach of Terry's column; this news caused the 
Sioux and Cheyennes to break camp and retreat, as they had no particular wish 
to fight so soon after the Custer battle. This was virtually the end of the 
three-pronged campaign of the summer of 1876. It had ended in defeat and 
disaster for the United States troops and mirrored the significance of the 
change in Indian arms from the days of lance, bow and muzzle-loader to that 
of the magazine rifle. 
Major Reno ended his report of the Little Big Horn debacle with a plea 
that the Indian Bureau not add to the burden of the army by furnishing arms 
to Indians. Reno declaimed: 
9 James McLaughlin, Mr Friend the Indian, 153. 
lO Report of the Secretary of War f""1876..:J, I, 33. 
It is too recent for me not to ask the good people of this country 
whether a policy that sets opposing parties in the field, armed, 
clothed, e~uipped by one and the same government, should not be 
abolished. 1 
The defeats of mid-1876 did much to influence public opinion on the subject 
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of issuing and selling of guns and ammunition to Indians, and the subsequent 
policy of disarming all suspected Indians was largely the result of the army's 
being able to use the pressure of public opinion to achieve its long sought-
for aim of having the supply of war materials restricted on the frontier. 
In August, 1876, the following joint resolution was passed by Congress: 
Whereas, it is ascertained that the hostile Indians of the Northwest 
are largely equipped with arms which require special metallic car-
tridges, and that such special ammunition is in large part supplied 
to such hostile Indians directly or indirectly through traders and 
others in the Indian country: Therefore, 
RESOLVED BY THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED, That the President 
of the United States is hereby authorized and requested to take such 
measures as in his judgment may be necessary to prevent such special 
metallic ammunition being conveyed to such hostile Indians, and is 
further authorized to declare these same contraband of war in such 
district of country as he may designate during the continuance of 
hostilities. Approved, August 5, 1876.12 
It will be noticed that the supply of special cartridges would be shut off 
only after hostilities had broken out, and that other than metallic amrouni-
tion could still legally be sold or given to Indians who very often reloaded 
their own cartridges anyway. This was not exactly the answer to the army's 
prayers on the subject of Indian arms, but it was a step in the right direc-
tion and shows an awareness of the arms situation on the frontier to which 
most of the government officials had heretofore either been oblivious or de-
sirous of concealing. 
11 Report of the Secretary of War L1876J, I, 35. 
12 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the Secretary 
of the Interior, for the Year 1877 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1877)' 232 0 
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Following the failure of the summer campaigns, the army began a campaign 
aimed at constantly harrassing the now dispersed bands of Indians until the 
hostiles would grow so tired of fighting and running as to be glad to sur-
render to the pursuing troops. This furnishes an example of the importance 
of co-ordinated efforts and long range aims as pursued by the army leaders. 
To the Indian, such continued co-operation between tribes or bands and agree-
ment among themselves on the carrying out of long range plans was a totally 
foreign idea. Even the Indian concept of war was different. The Indian was 
enthusiastic for war only when he felt like fighting, and did not expect to 
participate in any long term campaign before returning to his village and 
resting while supplies were prepared for another campaign. Thus, the power-
ful horde of Sioux and Cheyenne that had beaten Crook at the Rosebud and Custer 
at the Little Big Horn soon broke up into numerous smaller bands, each ex-
pecting to go its own way once the troops had been worsted. As far as most 
of the hostiles were concerned, the war had been a good one; the soldiers had 
been beaten, and the time for concentrated fighting had passed, This enabled 
the army to pursue each of the many bands of hostiles separately and to defeat 
them piecemeal where they had failed to do so as a body. 
In September, 1876, the camp of Crazy Horse's band of Sioux was discover-
ed and attacked by a strong force of soldiers. The battle raged for several 
hours, and it was only when cannon were used to shell the hostiles from their 
positions that the troops were able to force the surrender of the Indians.13 
These Indians were nearly all armed with Winchester repeating rifles, and it 
was the use of the ''wagon gun" more than carbines and rifles of the troops 
that finally caused the Sioux of Crazy Horse's band to surrender, 
13 Fairfax Downey, Indian-Fighting~' 223, 
Early i n October , 1876 , Sitting Bull, l eader of the mo st disaffected 
Sioux, agreed to a parley with the military, Sitting Bull wanted ir, an old 
f a shioned peace, 1 with privileges of trad e , especially in ammuni tion;'J.4 but 
the army would listen to no other terms than unconditional surrender. A 
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sharp skirmish followed during which Sitting Bull and his followers were able 
to escape and eventually find their way to sanctuary in Canada. One of the 
chief reasons that Sitting Bull even considered peace was that his band was 
almost completely out of ammunition and had to replenish their supply. 
- - -
On October 23, 1876, a column of troops found Red Cloud's camp and de-
mantled that the Indians surrender their arms. Red Cloud's band was perhaps 
the least hostile of all the Sioux and so more ready to comply with the army's 
order, at least in form . 
The men findiarisJ remained in camp but their arms were promptly 
takeri away, making resistance futile. No doubt -they had cached 
their best guns, for they had been ordered to -turn them in some 
time before, the arms taken were practically useless.15 
In this disarming maneuver, the usual results wer e obtained. That is, the 
Indians peacefully surrendered their oldest and worst arms and hid the Win-
chester s , Spencer s , revolvers, and other good weapons until the time came 
when their use was again called for, The same results wer~ observed when the 
Cheyennes at the Standing Rock Agency were disarmed. "A large number of broken, 
obsolete and worthless guns, a few serviceable arms, and about two thousand 
ponies were secured. 1116 No mention was made of Winchester and other improved 
arms, and the Cheyennes had doubtlessly also hidden their best weapons before 
the troops could sei~e them. The task of disarming the Indians would have to 
l4 Report of the Secretary of War L 1876J, I, 38, 
15 Homer W. Wheeler, Buffalo Days (Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Com-
pany, 1923), 116-117. 
16 Major E, A. Garlington, "The Seventh Cavalry," in Rodenbough and Has-
kin , Army Qf the Q. g., 260 . 
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be a continuous and long term project, entailing many searches and confisca-
tions, to make the disarming policy a success. 
Other Cheyenne bands were not so peacably disposed, the group led by 
Dull Knife being particularly obdurate. In November, 1876, General Randal 
S. Mackenzie managed to overtake the hostiles in camp on the Powder River. 
The well equipped Cheyennes took up their position in the hills surrounding 
the camp and proceeded to JX>ur a deadly fire into the troops that had captured 
the village, and "it soon became apparent that the attacking force, ten hun-
dred and fifty strong, was powerless against less than half its numbers of 
their gallant and well posted enemies.1117 
General Mackenzie very wisely did not attempt to force them out of 
their improvised rifle pits or from behind the rocks on the hill-
side. Had he done so our loss of life would have been fearful . 
He . sent back to General Crook. for the infantry; with a view to 
having· thein brin!(their ··more · powerful ·rifles to· bear on the hos:... 
tires -in case . they did not withdraw to another .position. At the 
time the carbine used by the cavalry was not so powerful as the 
rifles of the infantry, •••. I l'"Homer W. Wheeler, officer 
accompanying ~ackenzie~, for one, was glad the hostiles decided 
to withdraw.l 
Although the Cheyennes were able to halt the troops and make good their 
escape, the attack on their winter camp had cost them all their winter pro-
visions, many of their horses, and all their lodges. The warriors wanted to 
fight again, and did not consider themselves defeated by the army; however, 
they had no supplies or shelter for the winter and their ammunition had been 
expended.19 Soon after this battle, the Cheyennes began to turn themselves 
in to the agencies in small groups. The troops had not been able to crush 
l7 Richard I. Dodge, Our Wild Indians, 497. 
18 Homer W. Wheeler, Buffalo Days, 134-135. 
19 Richard I. Dodge, Our Wild Indians, 4 99. 
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their power in open battle but had achieved the defeat of the Cheyenne by 
striking at their base camps sheltering their noncombatants and supplies. 
The improved weapons obtained by the hostiles made them more than a match for 
equal numbers of soldiers, and the policy of constant harassment of small 
bands of hostiles was the only way the military could be sure of breaking the 
power of the Indians. 
By the end of 1876, the concentrations of hostile warriors that had faced 
the army in the preceding months had broken up into numerous small bands. 
The army was actively pursuing a policy of relentlessly tracking down these 
smaller groups and forcing them to surrender and submit to the new policy of 
disarmament. Because of the acquisition of so many repeating and other breech-
loading arms, it had finally become glaringly apparent that peace could never 
be established on anything like a permanent basis as long as the Indians 
most likely to make trouble were allowed to retain arms that were often su-
perior to those in use by the United States forces .20 In implementing the 
policy of crushing and disarming the Indians who had caused the troops so 
much difficulty in the spring, summer and early fall of 1876, the Secretary 
of War reported that "our small force of effective troops has been very active-
ly employed during the past year; quite as actively in General Sherman's opin-
ion as at any time during the civil war ,{sic.J. 1121 This revelation by the 
head of the War Department serves to illustrate the magnitude and seriousness 
of the Indian campaigns of 1876, caused in large measure by the change in 
Indian warfare wrought by the introduction of breech-loading and repeating 
weapons and metallic ammunition. 
20 House Executive Document No. I, Part 2., 46 Cong., 2 Seas., Report 
of the Secretary of War ,{1877J (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1877), I, 6. 
21 Ibid,, 5. 
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The disarming policy continued into 1877 as the hostile bands gradually 
drifted back to their agencies to draw supplies necessary for their subsis-
tence. From February through May, bands of Sioux returned piecemeal to the 
reservations and agencies, and by the end of May, the majority of the hostiles 
had been successfully located and disarmed (except for those weapons hidden 
by the Indians).22 The same policy of depriving the Indians of weapons was 
followed in dealing with other than the Sioux tribes, ~nd in this way many 
of the Cheyenne, Kiowa, Comanche, and other troublesome Indians were at least 
partially rendered powerless. 23 
Though the disarming policy was a step in the right direction, large 
';I,.«.· 
numbers of Indians were not affected by it and many still remained hostile 
and refused to come into the agencies. Sitting Bull, most stubborn of the 
Sioux hostiles, was still active and attempted to reunite the northern tribes 
to fight the whites. Much of Sitting Bull~ activity in Montana was concerned 
with procuring and distributing ammunition. "He seems to have made frequent 
trips between the camps ["or the disaffeeted IndiansJ for consultation and 
to distribute ammunition, which he obtained by trade with the Red River half-
breeds near the British boundary.n24 In addition, those Sioux who had re-
turned to their agencies were not all peaceably disposed, and many "wished 
to be connected with the agencies only to the extent of trading in ammunition.n25 
Many of these Indians still possessed Winchesters and other arms that had 
been secreted before the troops could sieze them, and it was soon recognized 
22 Report of the Secretary of War ["1877J, I, 55. 
23 Ibid., 59, 
24 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1877, 15. 
25 Ibid. 
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that the disarming policy would have to be a continuous and long term effort 
if it was to succeed.26 
That many Indian a.gents did not greet the new policies of forbidding the 
' 
sale of arms and ammunition to Indians and or confiscating Indian weapons 
enthusiastically is plain to aee by reading several of th&1r reports for 18?7. 
I ' 
. Some agreed that it was a good idea in pri?c1ple but that enforcement would 
be impossible and others openly opposed the idea. The agent for the Uintah 
Valley, Utah, Indian Agency asked that the regulations be relaxed and ex-
plained why in his report for 1877: 
After the adoption or the new regulations by the Department, in ac-
cordance with the act 0£ Congress 0£ August 15, 1876, my trader, 
whose license had expired, declined to renew it, stating that the 
trade would not warrant so much trouble and expense, especially as 
the sale of guns and ammunition was prohibited, which was a material 
part thereof •••• but as he refused to comply with the regulations 
relative to the sale or arms and ammunition, I ordered him to re-
move his goods, which was accordingly done. He transferr.ed his 
store to Ashley's Ford, about thirty miles distant, but outsi.de 
the reservation •... I would therefore, earnestly request on 
their behalf {the Indians), that 1f possible, eome relaxation of 
the rules and regulations be made so far as this agency is con-
cerned, that our Indians may have the benefit of a trading post.27 
This agent was one of those who favored the idea of prohibiting the sale of 
arms and ammunition to the Indians but he £elt that it voUld be better to al-
low the Indians to purohase some restricted supplies on the reservation than 
to have them go off the reserve and procure any amount and type of arms and 
ammunition from unsupervised traders. Agent E. H. Danforth; in charge of the 
White River, Colorado Agency, was one of those who did not agree with the 
government rules concerning firearms traffic on the reservation. Danforth 
pointed outs 
26 Homer W. Wheeler, Buffal9 DaY§, 194. 
27 Annual Report Bl the Commissione-r of Indian Affairs,~' 185. 
Although the sale of arms and ammunition upon the reserve has been 
prohibited •.•• the Indians have had only to go off their re-
serve to obtain all the arms and ammunition, both "loose" and 
"fixed" ["the latter being for use with breech-loaders and repeat-
ers.:}, which they desire, a number of trading-posts ["sic . .:} being 
accessib~~, and no white man refusing to furnish these articles to 
Indians • . 
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The Ute Indians under Danforth 1 s supervision were also reported as being very 
restless because of white encroachment on their lands, and the agent's report 
indicates his concern over the procurement of supplies that would make trou-
ble much harder to stop, which is exactly how the situation turned out when 
the Utes took the warpath in the period between 1879 and 1880. 
Most of the agents and superintende.nts in charge of Indians who were 
either openly hostile or potent~ally so were in hearty accord with the dis-
arming plan, and a number of them agreed that the plan would not only make 
Indian wars less serious but reduce their frequency as well. 29 The battles 
and campaigns of 1876 and 1877 had stirred the reform spirit of many who had 
previously been apathetic to the warnings and appeals of men who had seen 
the transformation of the Indian warrior from a barbarically and poorly armed 
fighter to the Winchester-armed opponent of the mid-1870 1 s. However, like 
most reform movements, enthusiasm soon waned and the situation continued to 
be dangerous until the overwhelming preponderance of white settlers over 
their Indian neighbors made resistance futile and the defeat of t he Indians 
a certainty. 
The major Indian campaign of 1877 was that undertaken against the Nez 
Percez led by Chief Joseph. These Indians had been friends of the whites for 
many years, and many were converted to Christianity at their own request. 
28 Annual Report 2f the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1877, 46. 
29 Ibid., 50. 
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Removal of the Nez Percez to a reservation they did not want and the loss of 
their ancestral home country sparked a war that is without equal as a tribute 
to Indian skill, perseverance and courage. Never numerous, the Nez Percez 
had gotten along exceedingly well with the whites and had assimilated many 
of their ways, including the adoption of Winchester, Sharp, Spencer and other 
fine arms to replace the bow and smooth-bore musket. The Nez Percez were 
"desperate fighters and well armed," and often proved more than a match for 
the troops pursuing them.JO 
Fighting between the Indians and the troops began in June, 1877, in that 
portion of eastern Idaho that had for many years been the home of the Nez 
Percez. The aim of the Indians was to keep from being placed on an unwanted 
reservation, not to fight the United States army to a stand-still, Unable 
to retain their own lands, the Nez Percez decided to go north into Canada, 
' 
as Sitting Bull had done, and make further arrangements from the security of 
the British territory. Thus the campaign evolved into a retreat that the 
troops were trying to halt before the goal of the Indians could be achieved. 
On June 17, 1877, _a .force of about one hundred and ten soldiers and citizen 
volunteers attacked the Nez Percez camp in White Bird Canon, Idaho. The In-
dians completely defeated them and forced the troops to retreat to the near-
est town, leaving thirty-four of their number dead on the battle field.31 
This was the first inkling the army had of the temper and armament of the enemy 
that never mustered more than about two hundred warriors and was at all times 
encumbered by women and children and all the possessions of the tribe. 
Gatling guns were used more extensively against the Nez Percez than they 
JO Homer W. Wheeler, Buffalo Days, 204, 
31 Report of the Secretary of~ i(°l877.:J, I, 9. 
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had ever been against the Sioux and other tribes. The attack on Looking 
Glass camp was made the partial success that it was because of the fire power 
available to the troops in the form of a Gatling.32 This attack had been 
made in an effort to keep the various bands of Nez Percez from joining to-
gether but was only successful in delaying the Indian rendezvous and in crys-
talizing sentiment in favor of the hostiles on the part of other Indians. 
The larger band of retreating Indians crossed over 1nto Montana and contin-
ued their northward flight along the Lolo Trail. General O. O. Howard caught 
up with the Nez Percez on Clearwater Creek and ordered his men to attack the 
Indian camp at once. Sharp firing kept up for some time, and when the troops 
charged the Indian positions they were forced back with heavy casualties. 
The Indians then charged the troops and forced them to give some ground. The 
hostiles would have been able to continue their advance had they not been 
forced back to their own trenches by the Gatling guns and cannon accompanying 
the troops.33 The fighting settled down to sniping as the sun went down; 
meanwhile 1 the Indians were preparing to retreat again and were all ready to 
leave as soon as the opportunity offered. When the troops saw what the Indians 
intended, they attacked them, but neither the Gatling guns nor the rifles of 
the soldiers could halt the fleeing Indians, and the Nez Percez had once more 
escaped the troops . 
A':. the Battle of the Big Hole~ August 8, 18?6, Gibbon 9 s troops learned 
the lesson the Nez Percez repeaters and breech-loaders had so recently taught 
General Howard's men. Gibbon reported that his troops were outnun1bered and 
that the Indians were "equally as well armed and equipped. 11 34 In the course 
32 Report of t he Secretary of War /:1877.:J, I, 121. 
33 Ibid. , 123. 
34 Ibid . J 57. 
of the fighting, the Indians captured the extra two thousand rounds of amm.u-
nition the force had brought and even succeeded in storming and capturing the 
cannon the troops had counted on to rout the hostiles. 35 Army causalties re-
sulting from the Big Hole fight accounted for forty per cent of the troops 
36 in the command. This was due in large part to the fine marksmanship and 
superior weapons of the Nez Percez, who had again defeated the United States 
troops and continued their retreat. 
Three columns of troops maneuvered to intercept the Nez Percez before 
they could cross the border into Canada. The forces pursuing the hostiles 
had almost no chance of keeping up the chase across Montana, and the respon-
sibility for halting Joseph and his people was placed in the hands of Colonel 
Nelson A. Miles, whose command was operating west and parallel to Joseph. 
Reports of the whereabouts and strength of the hostiles were confused and 
largely a matter of conjecture until an escaped prisoner of the Nez Percez 
came into General O. O. Howard's camp on September 1, 1877. This man told 
Howard that the Indians were traveling straight north, that they had "an 
abundance of clothing and provisions, and a superabundance of fine guns and 
revolvers.n37 Miles surmized the probable location and destination of the 
Indians and planned to head them off before they reached the international 
boundary . In October, 1877, the hostiles were located encamped in the Bear 
Paw Mountains about thirty miles south of the Canadian border. Joseph had 
halted there to give his people and horses a much needed rest, as he believed 
that he was safe in Canada. By a series of forced marches, Miles'force was 
35 Homer W. Wheeler, Buffalo Days, 357. 
36 Report of the Secretary of War /:1877~, I, 57. 
37 Ibid., 620. 
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able to intercept Joseph at his camp in the Bear Paws. The fighting that fol-
lowed was aL~ost entirely different than any Indian warfare the army had pre-
viously been familiar with. The Nez Percez constructed a series of trenches 
and rifle pits from which they poured a deadly fire on the attacking troops. 
None of the ?harges and attacks ordered by Miles was successful. Cannon 
were brought up and used to shell ~he Indian camp, causing considerable loss 
to the hostiles. 38 After several days of indecisive but bloody fighting 
Joseph agreed to surrender. Many of the Nez Percez were in favor of con-
tinuing the fight, but Joseph and many others wished to stop the bloodshed 
and allow their women and children to be fed and clothed again. Joseph was 
a great war chief but too much the humanitarian for his own good. Had he 
elected to leave his sick and wounded, there is no doubt that he could have 
esca~ed and found refuge in Canada; however, he would not do this and con-
sequently surrendered rather than let the killing go on. 
The Nez Percez had surrendered because they were out of provisions, not 
because they were beaten. Their splendid marksmanship and fine weapons made 
them the most formidable body of hostiles the army had ever encountered. The 
troops who fought in the battle in the Bear Paws lost thirty-five per cent 
of their men from Indian fire, and some units such as the Seventh Cavalry 
suffered nearly fifty per cent casualties.39 One of the main reasons for the 
extremely heavy army losses was -the fact that all the Nez Percez were armed 
with improved breech-loaders and repeaters. No body of Indians could have 
put up such a fight armed with the Indian weapons of little more than a de-
cade earlier. 
3g Major E. A. Garlington, "The Seventh Cavalry, 11 in _Rodenbough and 
Haskin,~ of the Q. §., 262. 
39 ~. 
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Another Indian war caused by the government's determination to place all 
Indians on reservations assigned them began in the last days of 1877. During 
the preceding summer, a Winchester-armed Bannock Indian had shot and wounded 
some white teamsters, and the settlers of eastern Idaho were clamoring for 
protection from the Bannocks. 40 The t _ension gradually mounted, and by the 
end of 1877, the army was preparing to move against the Bannocks. The Ban-
nocks in the meantime had been making their own preparations. In November, 
1877, the Indian agent in the area telegraphed that he was "satisfied they 
~the Bannocks_] are purchasing ammunition at settlementsnorth of us, and 
otherwise preparing for war,n4l In early January, 1878, the Bannock camp 
was surrounded by troops with the intention of disarming the Indians. Only 
thirty-two guns were seized; their best guns, ponies and pistols were not 
found.42 "The arms, though worthless were retained. Th~ir best arms ~Win-
chesters, Colts, Remingtons, Sharps, and others_] had been secreted • 
before the military surrounded their camp.n43 It was well kno~n that the 
Bannocks possessed many high quality weapons, and those confiscated were 
recognized as only obsolete and not representing anything like the armament 
of the Indians,44 
The procurement of war materials by the Indians was a matter of grave 
concern to many officials and officers who faced the task of humbling the 
40 Annual Report £f ~ Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the Secretary 
of the Interior, for the Year 1878 {Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1878), xii - xiii. · · 
41 Ibid., xvi. 
42 Ibid., xv. 
43 Ibid., xiii . 
44 Ibid., xix. 
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Bannocks, and even after hostilities had been in progress for some time, the 
sale of ammunition to the Bannocks by white men was known to be going on.45 
The United States marshal at Boise City, Idaho, revealed: 
It is notorious here that the present hostile Indians could not 
keep the field but for the constant supply of arms and ammunition 
rec~ved from white men •••• I trust that f""the Interior depart-
merr!/will devise so~e means that will be effective to destroy this 
infamous practise.46 , 
The Interior Department agreed that such trade should be stopped, but was 
not able to crush it. General Oliver O. Howard estimated the Bannock strength 
as being about 200 warriors, wel+ armed and supplied with ammunition. 
These hostiles operated much as the Nez Percez had done in that they kept con-
stantly on the move and hoped to escape to Canada. The Winchester equipped 
Bannocks succeeded in eluding or defeating the stoops at every turn. At the 
Battle of Birch Creek, all but one company of an entire regiment of cavalry 
fought four hours to dislodge and defeat less than three hundred Bannocks and 
only partially succeeded in achieving the former and failed to do the latter 
entirely.47 The hostiles f~ught the troops as long as they wished and then 
retreated as had been planned. 
The troops steadily pursued the hostiles, and when the Bannocks attempted 
to cross the Columbia River, a gun-boat armed with small cannon and Gatling 
guns cut the Indians down in such numbers as to break the organized band into 
small groups of dispirited wanderers.48 The humbled Bannocks soon reappeared 
45 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1878, xxi. 
46House Executive Document No. I, Part 
the Secretary of War f""1878J {Washington: 
2., 45 Cong., 3 Sess., Report of 
Government Printing Office, 1878), 
I, 127. . 
47 Captain R. P. Page Wainwright, "The First Regiment 
Rodenbough and Haskin,~ of the Q. §., 170. 
48 Fairfax Downey, Indian-Fighting~' 260 - 261. 
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at their reservation, and deciding to leave well enough alone, ~he government 
declined to punish the Indians any further. Thus ended the Bannock War of 
1877- 78. 
Indian hostilities subsided somewhat in 1878, but occasionally entailed 
what the army term~d "serious loss of life. 1149 General William T. Sherman, 
General of the Army~ argued that because of the changes in frontier conditions 
the army would have to be increased.50 The possession of repeating and other 
breech-loading weapons had contributed in large measure to the change, and 
small detachments of troops were now recognized as insufficient to cope with 
the menace of thousands of Indians armed with Winchester, Spencer, Sharp, and 
Colt firearms o 
The Springfield rifle and carbine were not considered as suitable by 
many officers on the frontier, and pursuant to legislation enacted in November, 
1877, a board of officers was convened in 1878 to test what magazine arms were 
presented with a view to introducing a "magazine-gun for the military ser-
51 
vice. 11 This board recommended the Hotchkiss bolt action magazine rifle and 
carbine, and $20,000 was designated for the production and trial of the new 
arms.52 The Hotchkiss arm had a magazine capacity of five 045 calibre cart-
ridges (as used in the Springfield rifle and carbine), and was loaded through 
a trap in the butt plate, the magazine being a tube in the butt stock of the 
pieceo This was the first serious attempt at introducing a magazine weapon 
for issuance to the entire army, but, as will be discussed later, was unsuc-
cessf ul at the time. 
49 Report of the Secretary of War ,[°1878.:}, I, 430 
50 Ibid. , 5. 
51 Ibid., 40 0 
52 Ibid. 
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The problems of restricting the supply of arms and ammunition to Indians 
and of confiscating those arms already in the hands of the Indians came in 
for a good deal of comment in both Indian Bureau and army reports for 1878. 
General John Pope was of the opinion that "The only safety is to completely 
disarm and dismount the Indians ••.• No arms or ammunition should be al-
lowed them under any circumstances. 11 53 Several Indian agents claimed that 
no stable peace or freedom from possible Indian uprisings and depredations 
could be achieved until the Indians were entirely disarmed and placed in a 
position where they would have to either accept the white man's civilization 
or die. 54 
Toward implementing the policy of rendering the Indian harmless by de- . 
priving him of war materials, the Secretary of the Interior ordered that his 
department no longer permit the sale of ammunition by its agents. 55 Some 
agents agreed that the plan of making the Indian powerless was a good idea 
but that restrictions on the sale and issuance of arms and ammunition at the 
agencies was not the solution to the problem, because the shady traders and 
gun runners of the frontier made the procurement of weapons and cartridges 
easier for the hostile than for the reservation Indian. 56 As an example, it 
was the sale of ammunition by non-reservation traders to the Utes at the White 
River, Colorado, Agency that enabled the Utes to fight the army to a draw in 
the following year (1879),57 Efforts were made, as they had been before, to 
53 Report of the Secretary of~ /:'1878.:], 43, 
54 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1878, 25, 35, 
55 Ibid. 1 i xiii. 
56 Ibid., 91. 
57 Ibid. , 19, 
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halt the flow of contraband guns and ammunition to Indians who were either 
openly or potentially hostile; however, as long as this trade brought rich 
profits to the traders, it would continue to be a source of irritation and 
danger on the frontier.58 
In September, 1878, the Northern Cheyennes broke away from their assigned 
lands in Indian Territory and commenced an epic march intended to reunite 
them with their Sioux friends and allies of 1876. The Cheyennes had suppos-
I, 
edly been disarmed when they surrende'red at the Standing Rock Agency, Dakota, 
late in 1876, but had actually bargained for the retention of their arms as 
conditional to their surrender.59 Only a few obsolete and worthless weapons 
were confiscated by the troops, as has been previously indicated. The Indian 
Bureau contended that it was the possession of arms as much as discontent 
that caused the Cheyennes to leave their reserve.60 The Indians trekked 
north into Kansas and caused much alarm among the settlements. A few settlers 
were killed and some soldiers were lost in the fight that broke the power of 
the majority of the runaways. Large numbers of troops ~ere employed against 
the Cheyenne, who were almost always at a heavy numerical disadvantage in 
action with the army. The armament of the Cheyenne can be best illustrated 
by running over the following list of weapons taken from thirty-three hostiles 
at the end of the campaign in early 1879: 
4 Springfield carbines, calibre .50; 3 Springfield rifles, calibre 
.50; 4 Sharp's carbines, calibre .50; 1 Sharp's rifle, calibre .50; 
4 Sharp's rifles, calibre .45; 1 muzzle-loading rifle; 3 Winchester-
Henry repeating carbines, calibre .45; 3 Colt's revolvers, calibre 
.45; 2 Smith & Wesson revolvers, calibre .45; 5 Colt's revolvers 
58 Report .2f the Secretary .2f War /:1878.:J, I, 80. 
( ' 
59 
_!lli., 40. 
60 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1878, xxiv. 
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L"9percussion_7 calibre .44 and .31; and 1 Remington revolver. 61 
The foregoing list shows that the Cheyenne were certainly well equipped for 
war, and indicates a great change that had taken place since the end of the 
Civil War. The army employed one of the new Hotchkiss revolving cannons in 
this Cheyenne uprising, a weapon destined to see much extended use in settling 
later Indian troubles. 62 This gun was very similar to the Gatling gun, but 
so constructed as to handle much heavier ammunition; like the Gatling, it was 
capable of very intensive and rapid fire. 
The Hotchkiss magazine rifles previously mentioned were placed in the 
hands of the troops for trial in the field in 1879, 63 The single-shot Spring-
field .45 calibre breech-loader was still being produced, and many felt that 
it was the best of all possible weapons for army use and as a result, press-
ure against change was added to the official inertia always present when 
changes are proposed. No definite decision had yet been reached regarding 
the Hotchkiss rifle, but there was very little hope that it would supersede 
the Springfield. 
Indian campaigns in 1879 were mainly directed against two separate groups 
of hostiles. The well armed Sioux who had gone across the Canadian border 
rather than submit after the surrender of the majority of their allies· in 
1876 and 1877 returned to United States soil and occasioned a strong army ef-
fort directed at their defeat and subjugation. The Sioux were operating in 
the Milk River area of northern Montana and being well supplied with guns 
and ammunition from half-breed traders.64 The armament of the Sioux enabled 
61 House Executive Document No. I, Part 2., 46 Cong., 2 Sass., Report 
of the Secretary Qf War L""91s79.:J (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1879), I, 58. . . 
62 Ibid., 73. 
63 1J2ig_. ' xx • 64 . Military Service Institute, "The Fifth Regiment of Infantry," in 
Rodenbough and Haskin, !!:!l!.Y of they,§., 478, 
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them to make a serious resistance to the large force of infantry,cavalryJ and 
I 
I 
artillery sent against them, and ~}ihout reinforcements, the troops might 
conceivably have suffered a erus~ing defeat.65 This was the last major ac-
tion in the chain of warfare that began with the Sioux outbreak in 1876. 
The Ute War developed in September, 1879, when the agent unwisely de-
manded that the Utes send their children to his school. Tension mounted, 
Agent Meeker sent for troops, and the Indians began to kill whites when they 
learned of the approach of the soldiers. The Utes were among the best 
fighters of the frontier, and were never really beaten by the troops. They 
were all armed with modern rifles and revolvers and had an abundant supply 
of ammunition purchased from white men, as previously noted. 66 Never muster-
ing more than about three hundred warriors, the Utes finally compelled the 
army to ,put a force of more than a thousand men in the field. 67 Time after 
time, the Utes either fought the troops to a stand-still or eluded them. The 
war soon became tiresome to both the Indians and the army and a truce was ar-
ranged, which virtually ended the Ute War of 1879. For the army records, the 
Ute War was a draw at best, and the weapons used by the hostiles were a sig-
nificant factor in determining the outcome of the fighting. 68 
By the end of 1879, the series of wars and campaigns that began with the 
Sioux rising of 1876 had at last come to an end . Increased importance was 
being placed on the problems accompanying the recognized need for disarming 
.65 Major Alfred E. Bates, and Captain Edward J. McClernand, "The Second 
Cavalry," in Rodenbough and Haskin, A!:.!!!Z of the Q. 2•, 190. 
66 Fairfax Downey, Indian-Fighting A!:.!!!Z, 267. 
67 Report of the Secretary of War /:1879..:J, I, 11. 
68 Lieutenant Ebenezer Swift, "The Fifth Regiment of Cavalry," in 
Rodenbough and Haskin, A!:.!!!Z of the Q. §., 230. 
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the Indians and restricting the supply of improved arms available to hostile 
or potentially hostile Indians. The Indian Bureau was no longer strongly in 
favor of issuing weapons to Indians, and the army had learned what the change 
in Indian armament meant in terms of having had to fight large numbers of 
Indians whose weapons often were better than those of the troops. Many recog-
nized that though the disarming policy and restriction of supplies available 
to Indians were good ideas, it was really too late to do anything more than 
keep the Indians from acquiring any more arms, and that it would take a long 
time to effectually disarm those large numbers of Indians who possessed high 
quality arms. 
The period after 1879 saw little in the way of serious Indian troubles, 
but the army was constantly on the alert to prevent any large outbreak. Those 
Indian troubles that did necessitate army action saw the ever increased use 
of the Gatling and other rapid fire machine guns whose presence was often 
enough to forestall an outbreak or end it quickly. The rising tide of set-
tlement on the plains soon made the defeat of any group of hostiles a 
certainty. 
CHAPI'ER V 
THE END OF AN ERA--MACHINE GUNS 
----- ---- -
1li DAKaI'A 
While the end of the Indian wars and campaigns that had begun in the mid-
1870 1 s brought to a close the long series of really serious Indian wars, the 
period from 1880 to 1891 was one in which Indian hostilities still frequent-
ly occurred. By 1880, the power of the northern and central plains tribes 
had been broken, the Indians placed on reservations, and military posts es-
tablished close to those Indians from whom trouble might be expected. No 
major activity took place on the Indian frontier in 1880, but this was due 
more to the power and presence of troops than to any peaceful inclinations 
of the recently hostile Indians. , 
The Hotchkiss magazine rifle which was tested for general issue to troops 
was officially reported as not being acceptable "due to hasty manufacture and 
imperfect design in some of its minor parts, which can hardly be charged to 
the invention."1 The Chief of Ordnance went on to say that a new model of 
the Hotchkiss weapon w'as being prepared and that the deficiehcies of the first 
2 
would undoubtedly be corrected in the improved model soon to be presented. 
He also commented that "there seems to be some prejudice existing in our ser-
vice against the bolt system .•• that time and custom may overcome. 11 3 For 
1 House Executive Doc~nt No. I, Part 2., 46 Cong., 3 Sess., Report of 
the Secretary of~ f:"1880_/ (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1880), 
III, xv. . 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
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this reason, it is entirely possible that the Hotchkiss rifle did not receive 
anything like a fair trial. It appears that prejudice and official inertia 
were major factors in the tardiness of the United States to arm its troops 
with a modern magazine weapon. Those branches of the army that had been in-
valved in much of the Indian fighting of the post-Civil War period, especially 
the cavalry, repeatedly asked for a magazine arm; however, the opinions of 
conservative general officers and desk personnel prevailed and the Springfield 
single-shot carbine remained standard issue.4 
During the course of the Indian wars, the army became increasingly in-
terested in the machine guns developed and presented to it for trial. In 1880, 
the Gardner machine gun was tested by the Ordnance Department and recommended 
for purchase and issuance to troops for trial in the field.5 Like the Gatling 
gun, the Gardner was fired by the turning of a hand crank by the operator, 
but it had only two barrels instead of the five or ten found in the Gatling 
and was generally of much simpler construction. The Gardner machine gun was 
considerably lighter than the Gatling but was also mounted on a light field 
artillery carriage. Its rate of fire was not as great, but neither was it 
subject to the frequent jams and failures common with the Gatling. In any 
case, the interest in the Gardner gun indicates the growing importance army 
men placed on machine guns. 
Indian troubles were relatively few in 1881, and those that did occur 
were not of a serious nature. Some Apaches at the San Carlos reservation in 
Arizona broke away and commenced a small but bitter war. When troops were 
sent against the runaways, the Apache scouts, who were armed and equipped by 
4 Rep?rt of the Secretary of War Ll88oJ, III ~ xv. 
5 Ibid., 387. 
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the army, turned on their officers and attempted to wipe them out along with 
the few white soldiers in the command. 6 The fighting was sharp, a factor due 
to the possession of army weapons by the mutinous scouts. This Apac~e trouble 
did not last l9ng though, and by the end of 1881 the large majority of the 
hostiles had either fled to Mexico or surrendered. The same year also saw 
the symbolic surrender of the once formidable Sioux, three years after they 
had actually ceased to be a serious threat on the frontier. Sitting Bull 
finally sent word to United States government officials that he was willing 
to come in and surrender, and with the capitulation of this influential medi-
cine man the last symbol of Sioux resistance was made a prisoner of the army. 7 
The board of officers testing magazine small arms was still in session 
in 1881, as no definite decision had yet been reached. 8 Another set of tests 
were being conducted regarding the various machine guns then in use by the 
army or proposed for use. Captain E. B. Williston, the officer in charge of 
machine gun testing, praised the trial weapons in his report of January 1, 
1881, saying: 
The Hotchkiss revolving cannon has worked to my perfect satisfac-
tion. It is the most accurate and deadly arm of which I have any 
personal knowledge. The Gatlings have worked well and given 
satisfaction. The Gardner gun .•• has proved accurate.9 
The increased value the army placed on these weapons often proved the sound 
judgment of the military in accepting the machine gun. Several of the Indian 
fights of the later period bore this out in actions where machine guns were 
decisive factors. Ordnance stores issued to the regular army in 1881 illus-
6 Lieutenant Charles Abbot, Jr., "The Twelfth Regiment of Infantry," in 
Rodenbough and Haskin, A!:m.t of the Q. 2,, 570. 
7 House Executive Document No. I, Part 2., 47 Cong., 1 Sess., Report of 
the Secretary of War ~1881_7 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1882), 
I, 4, 
8 Report of the Secretary of War ~1881_7, III, 5. 
9 Ibid., 300 . 
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trate the importance of machine guns. The list was headed by four Lowell bat-
tery (machine guns on carriages) guns, three Gardner guns and nine Gatling 
g-uns.10 All of these were chambered for the .45 calibre government cartridge. 
A good deal or attention seems to have been directed toward the problem 
of Indian arms and their procurement in 1882. "Most Americans had no desire 
to serve as targets for rifles obtained f'rom greedy traders. Yet efforts to 
regulate such traffic were unsuccessful.nll Colonel Richard I. Dodge in com-
menting on the role of the Indian trader or 1882 charged the latter with fur-
nishing 
• most of the fine breech-loading firearms and metallic cart-
ridges, which enable the Indians so stoutly to resist the aggres-
sion of the whites; he supplies the Indian with all those contra-
band articl,s of which the Government, with its usual wisdom, 
prohibits the sale of by any person in whose hands the trade might 
be regulated and controlled. He is not infrequently the henchman 
and partner or the Indian agent.12 
Dodge's comment was intended not only to indict the illegal traders but to 
show the folly of oomplete prohibition of trade in arms and ammunition by 
authorized individuals. Thia prohibition foroed the Indians to obtain their 
guns and cartridges from sources not hesitant on selling any quantity o::t 
quality or arms and ammunition to their customers. Dodge believed that it 
would be far better to sell legally older single-shot rifles to Indians than 
to have them procure the best repeaters and revolvers from gun runners. Le-
galizing the sale or issuance of firearms and ammunition to Indians might 
have been a partial answer to the problem; however, a tremendous responsi-
bility would fall on those authorized to supply the controversial articles 
lO Report of the Secretary of War ~1881_}, III, 300. 
11 Loring Benson Priest, Uncle Sam'~ Stepchildren (New Brusnwick: 
Rutgers University Press, 1942), 156. 
12 Richard I. Dodge, Our Wild Indians, 600. 
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with respect to which Indians should be allowed to obtain guns, what quality 
and type of arms should be allowed and in what quantity arms and ammunition 
should be made available to Indians. 
Another avenue through which Indians illegally acquired firearms was that 
provided by the degenerate white "squaw men" who often made their livelihood 
13 
"by clandestinely dealing in arms and liquors." Dodge claimed they were 
"the pliant tools of corrupt ["IndianJ agents. 1114 There really dosen't seem 
to have been any adequate answer to the problem of restricting war materials 
to Indians. The policy of not issuing arms and ammunition to agency Indians 
was relaxed a little, but never enough to keep the contraband dealers from 
doing a thriving trade. As before, the authorities tried to halt the illegal 
sale of weapons, but the whole problem was never solved and remained a source 
of irritation until the Indian had been entirely pacified. 
As in the previous year, the Apaches provided most of the hostilities 
for 1882.15 Troops fighting the Apaches usually did more marching than fight-
ing, and the numbers of men involved were never very large. Trouble with 
these Indians lasted long after the majority of their neighbors had been 
cowed into submission. The still truculent Sioux remained a source of appre-
hension, and the supply of weapons and ammunition to these Indians occupied 
a prominent place in the thinking of many army and Indian Bureau officials. 
In June, 1882, permission was granted the Sioux at the Standing Rock Agency 
to go out on a buffalo hunt. James McLaughlin, the Indian Agent, was well 
aware of the danger of the situation, as all the Sioux at the agency were to 
l3 Richard I. Dodge, Our Wild Indians, 602. 
14 Ibid. 
15 House Executive Document No. I, Part 2., 47 Cong., 2 Sess., Report 
of the Secretary of War ["1882J (Washington: Government Printing Office , 
1882), I, iv. 
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leave their agency armed and equipped for the hunt. The Indian Bureau and 
the army both feared that troubl e might develop and involve the northern 
frontier in war again . McLaughlin outlined his position and expl ained the 
situation in these words: 
Arms were brought out and cleaned; ammunition was provided, and 
this was a most important matter. I had been angaged in quietly 
disarming the people, and it was impossible for any of them to ob-
tain cartridges except on my order. These orders were made in 
f avor of individuals and for a limited ntnnber. of cartridges, but 
it was desirable that they should not receive the imrgessi on that 
I was fearful of their obtaining too great a supply. 
McLaughlin overstated the situation when he said that the Indians could not 
obtain ammunition from any other source than from him, and the claim that he 
had been disarming the Sioux seems a little foolish in the light of further 
descriptions by him of the hunters. The agent pictured the Sioux as they 
were about to begin the hunt. "Most of them carried repeating rifles and 
all had breech-loaders, except a few of the older men and boys, whose pov-
erty forced them to use • the bow and arrow. 1117 This hardly seems to 
harmoni ze with the previous statement to the effect that the Sioux were being 
disarmed. No trouble did develop, but the incident served to illustrate that 
the Sioux could sti]l put a formidable force in the field. 
The significance of the change in Indian armament that had taken place 
in the twenty year period from 1862 to 1882 was not lost to many of the army 
men serving on the frontier . In 1882 , Dodge declared that 
Since the common use of breech-loaders by both combatants, I know 
of no single instance where troops have gained any signal advan-
tage over Indians in open fight •••• On the other hand, if the 
Indians gain the advantage, they press it with a most masterful 
16 James McLaughlin, Mz Friend the Indian, 100-101. 
17 Ibid , , 110, 
vigor, and there results a massacre, which like that of Custer's 
command, for a moment appals the country.18 
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The board which convened in July, 1881, to test magazine rifles finally 
submitted its findings to the Secretary of War in September, 1882. Three 
different rifles were proposed for issuance to troops for trial in actual 
service. These were the Lee, Chaffee-Reece, and the Hotchkiss rifles and 
carbines. 19 All of these arms were bolt action magazine weapons. The Hotch-
kiss and Chaffee-Reese rifles had a tubular magazine in the butt and the Lee 
rifle had a clip charged magazine loaded by opening the bolt and placing the 
clip in the magazine receiver below the bolt. Production difficulties slow-
ed the issuance of these weapons, and they were not given to troops until 
1884. Interest in magazine weapons was growing, and the single-shot Spring-
field was acknowledged by many army men to be obsolescent. 
The Indian situation remained about the same in 1883 as it had been for 
20 the preceding year. The Apaches were not yet pacified and had obtained 
more guns than in previous years. Geronimo, leader of the most ferocious 
band- of ho·stiJes, and many- of his warrfors carried .45 calibre Springfield ri-
fles and carbines, many of which had been issued to the Indians at their agen-
21 
cy. 
The increase in the use of machine guns by the army continued in 1883. 
In that year the Chief of Ordnance issued one Gatling gun and four of the 
18 Richard I. Dodge, Our Wild Indians, 491. 
19 Report .QI the Secretary of War ,{1882J, I, xviii. 
20 House Executive Docume~ No. I, Part 2., 48 Cong., 1 Sess., Report 
of the Secretary of War ,{1883_/ (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1883), I, 5. 
21 
George Crook, and Martin F. Schmitt (editor and annotator), General 
George Crook, His Autobiography (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1946), 
206. 
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Hotchkiss revolving light cannon, and the equipping of one battery in each 
regiment as light artillery was pushed nearer to completion. The light 
batteries were to be equipped with the new machine guns and operate primarily 
with infantry. 
No significant Indian troubles developed in 1884.22 That is not to say 
that there was no possibility of Indian hostilities, as General Philip H. 
Sheridan reported that the "situation is extremely sensitive."23 Sheridan 
warned that though the major Indian wars were no doubt over, the army would 
have to maintain a constant vigilance to preserve peace. The general also 
was in favor of adopting a suitable magazine rifle and carbine as soon as 
possible for all branches of the military service.24 
The Lee, Hotchkiss, and Chaffee-Reese magazine arms were finally issued 
to troops for testing under active service conditions, but no dec'ision had 
been reached regarding these weapons by the end of 1884. An improved model 
of the Gardner machine gun, "designed to co-operate with infantry fire," was 
recommended to the Secretary of War and subsequently purchased. 25 Other ma-
chine guns were also issued to troops and were fast becoming standard equip-
ment for all expeditions and frontier commands. T'he C!irriage mounted machine 
gun was destined to replace the "wagon gun" so feared by Indians in the earlier 
period and proved an effective weapon, psychologically and materially, when 
used against hostile Indians. 
22 House Executive Documen~ No. I, Part 2., 48 Cong., 2 Sess., Report 
.2f the Secretary of War ["1884_/ {Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1884), I, 5. 
23 Ibid., 45. 
24 Ibid., 48. 
25 Ibid., III, 6. 
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In 1885, the still dangerous Ute, Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians were on 
the verge of breaking out again, but the dispatch with which the authorities 
rushed badly needed food supplies to the Indians averted trouble and the 
frontier settled down to another year of peace.26 The magazine rifles being 
tested by troops were still on trial in 1885, and ho final decision was reach-
ed on the adoption of magazine weapons in that year.27 
Special attention was given to the subject of machine guns in 1885, 
when by act of Congress an appropriation for the purpose of procuring more 
machine guns was turned over to the Ordnance officials. The Chief of Ord~ 
nance reported that 
Under the appropriation for this purpose the Department has taken 
steps to secure a number of Hotchkiss~ Gardner, and Gatling ma-
chine guns, for issue to the service.~8 
Some minor Indian troubles occurred in 1886, and the army was forced to 
do a good deal of marching and watching to maintain peace on the frontier. 
The Apaches led by Geronimo were still a thorn in the side of settlers and 
soldiers in New Mexico and Arizona, but unceasing pursuit of the hostiles 
by small detachments of troops finally wore Apache resistance down. The 
Apaches of 1886 had acquired many more improved arms than their fathers had 
possessed only a few years earlier. They were described as "fierce and in-
dependent, well armed with the best guns and ammunition.n29 Geronimo's band 
26 . House Executive Documen~ No. I, Part 2., 49 Cong., 1 Sess., Report 
of~ Secretary of War /:1885_/ (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1885), I, 4-5. 
27 Ibid., JO. 
28 Report of the Secretary of War /:1885..:J, III, xxiv. 
29 House Executive Documen~ No. I, Part 2., 49 Cong., 2 Sess., Report 
2f the Secretary of War /:1886_/ (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1886), I, 11. 
agreed to a final surrender in September, 1886, and with the exile of their 
last great war chief the dreaded Apaches ceased to be the scourge they had 
been for the previous twenty-five years.JO The army continued to suppress 
sporadic Apache troubles for the next few years but never had to cope with 
any further serious Apache hostilities as in the years before Geronimo's sur-
render. 
Results of the field trials of the Lee, Hotchkiss, and Chaffee-Reese 
magazine rifles were finally in and tabulated by the beginning of 1886. The 
Lee arm received the most favorable commendation, but opinion was four to one 
in favor of r,etaining the single-shot Springfield, and the army continued to 
be armed with the old weapons until the 1890 1 s.3l More Gatling machine guns 
were issued to the army during 1886, and the army by this time considered 
the machine gun no longer as a freak weapon usable only under given condi-
tions but as an essential part of all major expeditions and operational units. 
From time immemorial the tribes of the northern plains had indulged in 
the practice of raids and petty warfare among themselves and their neighbors. 
In the late summer of 188'7, the Crow Indians of the Montana-Dakota region 
carried on a series of raids against their old enemies, the Blackfeet. 32The 
Crows had long been friends of the whites, and had assisted the army in al-
most all of its campaigns against the Sioux and Cheyenne, but these Indian 
allies of the troops did not seem to understand that the army meant to keep 
peace on the frontier among their late allies as well as in the case of the 
erstwhile hostiles. 
JO Report of the Secretary of~ /:1886:J, I, 13. 
31 . 1b1d., III, 4. 
32 House Executive Document No. I, Part 2., 50 Cong., 2 Sess., Report 
2f the Secretari of War /:1888_7 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
188~ I, 147. 
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The Crow raids were reported by the Indian Bureau, and the army was di-
rected to stop this activity at once and to arrest the Crow ring-leaders . 
. 
The Crows did not take kindly to the proposed arrest of their leaders, and 
became increasingly unruly toward their own a.gent, who summoned troops to 
the agency to forestall an outbreak. In answer to the agent's call, 
Colonel Dudley left Fort Custer with troops A, B, D, E, and K, and 
company B, 3rd Infantry, with a section of Hotchkiss guns, to 
arrest "Sword Bearer" and the Indians who. had fired intQ the agency 
building on the night of September 30 /:1887.:J .••• J3 
After the troops reached the agency, Sword Bearer and the most unruly war-
riors gathered in a brush covered grove and defied the authority of the 
army. Soldiers were deployed to attack the Indians and the Hotchkiss re-
volving guns were brought to bear on the hostile positions. The Crows pre-
pa.red to fight. 
"Sword Bearer" and another chief dashed out leading from 120 to 150 
warriors equipped for battle. The Indians charged but were repul-
sed and fell back to the timber along the river where they had dug 
many rifle pits from which they now kept up a constant fire. This 
fire was returned, and "Sword Bearer" was seen to fall, when all 
firing quickly ceased.34 
This fight was one of the best examples of the efficient use of the new ma-
chine guns, such as the Gardner, Gatling and Hotchkiss, in writing a quick 
finis to Indian resistance in open fighting. Machine guns were thus an im-
portant factor in the army's easy victory over the Crows in 1887.35 
No significant Indian troubles occurred between the abortive Crow up-
rising in 1887 and the Sioux, or Ghost Dance War of 1890-91, but far reach-
ing developments were recorded by the army reports of the period. The 
33 Captain R. P. Page Wainwright, "The First Cavalry," in Rodenbough and 
Haskin, Army of the !!• §., 171. 
34 Ibid. 
35 Report gf the Secretary of War /:1888.:J, I, 150. 
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impact of these developments was not fully felt for many years, yet their be-
ginnings were significant. 
In 1886, French ordnance personnel had developed a magazine rifle to 
handle a small calibre (8 mm.) bullet propelled by modern smokeless powder, 
and this change was copied by all the powers of the world within fifteen years. 
Major General of the Army James M. Schofield advocated the change to a small 
calibre magazine rifle for use in the United States army in his reports for 
1888 and 1889, but lack of knowledge of the processing of smokeless powder 
retarded the adoption of a magazine rifle for American troops until 1892.36 
Other military men such as Inspector-General John C. Breckenridge recognized ' 
the pressing need to re-arm the army of the United States with magazine ri-
fles and carbines; however, for the reason already stated and because of the 
inherent conservatism of many high army men the change was delayed until the 
need was obvious to all but the most obtuse.37 
Another development that was destined to play a large part in modern 
warfare was the invention and production of the Maxim automatic machine gun. 
In 1890, the Maxim gun was tested by the United States army, but the tests 
were not considered favorable to the arm and it was given only a lukewarm 
recommendation.38 The Maxim gun was later adopted by the British, Russian, 
German, Japanese, and several other foreign armies, and has continued in ser-
vice to the present day only slightly modified from its original form. One 
36 House Executive Document No. I, Part 2., 51 Cong., 1 Sess., Report 
of the Secretary of War f:"1890.:J (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1889), I, 67. 
37 Ibid., 135-136, 
38 House Executive Document No. I, Part 2., 51 Cong., 2 Sess., Report 
2f the Secretary Qf War f:"1890.:J (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1890), III, 456 . 
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of the chief objections to the adoption of the Maxim machine gun by our army 
in 1890 was the fact that it was not well adapted to the use of the large 
calibre .45 government cartridge. This was true even though the army knew 
that this cartridge was obsolete and was soon to be replaced by another small-
er calibre cartridge for which the Maxim was admirably suited. 
Late in 1890, Major General of the Army Schofield reported that there 
had been no Indian difficulties or danger of uprisings in the period between 
his report for 1889 and the one for 1890.39 The general either was complet-
ely ignorant of the increasingly critical Indian situation in the northern 
plains region, or he did not wish to report that major Indian hostilities 
might commence at any moment. The condition of many of the northern tribes 
as well as tribes in the southwest and mountain areas was in many instances 
desperate. Year after year the Indians had been deprived of more and more 
of their privileges and rights. Treaties tended to lose their aspects of 
protection of Indian rights as white settlement pressed closer on Indian 
lands and the period of serious Indian troubles of the 1870 1 s receded far-
ther into the past. As time passed, the Indians were treated ever more shab-
bily by the government, and the decision made in 1890 to cut the beef ration 
almost in half at the Sioux agencies in the Nebraska-Dakota border area and 
in other locations on the northern plains was literally the last straw. The 
cup of the Indian was full, and dangerously close to overflowing. 
Toward the end of the 18801 s, a self-styled Indian messiah had revealed 
himself to several -groups of Indians in~he Southwest. This leader had pro-
posed to show the way to ultimate recovery of the Indian lands and victory 
over the wh~te encroachers. According to the messiah, at the appointed time 
39 r -Report of the Secretary of War L 1890_/, I, 44. 
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all the ghosts of Indians who had ever lived would join their living brothers 
and drive the white man into the sea. From this aspect of the messianic craze, 
the turbulent Indians who participated in the troubles of 1890-191 were given 
the name of "ghost dancers." These overcreduloue but often destitute and des-
perate Indians engaged in exhausting dances, during which those who fainted 
from the intense exertion supposedly directly contacted the "ghosts" of their 
ancestors. The excitement stirred up by the ghost dancing and other aspects 
of the messianic craze swept through almost all of the plains tribes, includ-
ing the Sioux already mentioned. Indian unrest caused by the messianic move-
ment, the faihr e of what . crops the Indians had planted, and the cutting of 
subsistence goods supplied the Indians by the government was soon apparent 
to settlers near the disaffected Ind.ians. Many white settlers and officials 
of the Indian Bureau were convinced that trouble could only be averted by the 
presence of troops. The army was summoned to handle a situation that by De-
cember of 1890 was very nearly out of hand. Meanwhile, incidents such as the 
killing of Sitting Bull by the Indian Police, and hysterie. developing from 
Indian scares and rumors inoree.sed the tension. All that was needed to set 
off a major Indian war was a spark, a spark that might be struck by a jittery 
Indian agent or white settler or by an Indian who had decided to die fight-
ing rather than starve. 
While the army was hurrying troops to the Sioux agencies at Pine Ridge, 
Rosebud, and other localities where hostilities threatened, competetnt In-
dian agents, such as James McLaughlin , were doing their utmost to prevent an 
outbreak that they knew might well prove the most serious in frontier history. 
Writing in later years of his experiences in the Ghost Dance War, Agent 
McLaughlin declareds "lhe winter of 1890-91 /:could.:J have seen in uprising 
in the Dakotas - perhaps throughout the West - that would have thrown into 
10? 
40 insignificance the ["IndianJ wars of the past. 11 The numbers of unruly In-
dians coupled with their almost unanimous possession of Winchester repeaters 
and other modern arms were matters of grave concern to most of the Indian 
agents and army officers familiar with the situation. The grave nature of 
the situation is seen i .r. the following statement: 
The Indians were armed with Winchester rifles, and were in a state 
of starvation and desperation. They could enter the field with 
6,000 fighting men, and with the advantage of their knowledge of 
the country they cgf1-d fight 6,000 of the best American troops on 
terms of equality. 
Evidence of the army's concern is seen in the report of the Major General of 
the Army for 189L The General stated that the army believed the situation 
so grave that it was compelled to concentrate more than one half its strength 
at the seat of trouble in Dakota.42 
After much maneuvering on the part of the Indians and the army, a band 
of the most insubordinate Sioux were surrounded and led into camp on Wounded 
Knee Creek on December 28, 1890. The following morning, troops were drawn 
up in a square surrounding the Indian camp, Gatling and Hotchkiss guns took 
up their posit i ons on a knoll commanding the camp, and the order was given 
for troops to enter the hostile camp and disarm the warriors. As the troops 
advanced upon the Sioux and began to circulate among their wickiups an In-
dian medicine man jumped to his feet and began to harangue the Sioux. Sud-
denly, the disheveled medicine man stooped and grasped a handful of loose 
40 James McLaughlin, M.1: Friend the Indian, 263. 
41 W. Fletcher Johnson, Sitting Bull and the Sioux War of 1890-'21 (No 
place of publication given: Edgewood Publishing Company, 1891), 526-527. 
42 House Executive Document No. I, Part 2., 52 Cong., 1 Sess., Report 
of the Secretary of War ["1891J (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1891), I, 55. 
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dirt. Straightening up, he raised his dust-filled hand over his head and cast 
its contents to the wind. This was the signal; as a man the blanketed Sioux 
produced rifles and other weapons from the folds of their blankets and pour-
ed a desperate fire into the soldiers. The troops immediately commenced fire. 
"The Gatling and Hotchkiss guns were trained, and then began a heavy firing 
which lasted half an hour, with frequent volleys of musketry and cannon." 
It was a war of extermination now. 1143 "More than ninety Indians were killed 
by the deadly fire from the Hotchkiss guns and the unerring aim of the sol-
djers.1144 Warriors, women and children withered and fell before the searing 
and indiscriminate blast of the machine guns and cannon; this was not a bat-
tle, it was a slaughter. The Indians stood and fought the troops for as 
long as they could, and in fact the Winchester-armed Sioux "almost snatched 
victory from defeat, 1145 but no enemy could long withstand the fire of the 
machine guns that swept the Indian camp and the hail of bullets which were poured 
in on them by the surrounding troops. Many of the Sioux managed to escape 
to the snow-covered hills and to hide in the numerous gullies and ravines in 
the area. They were pursued and relentlessly hunted down by the soldiers, 
and effective Indian resistance was crushed. 
Small groups of Sioux still remained hostile after the fight at Wounded 
Knee. The still insubordinate Indians caused a good deal of trouble in the 
next few months, even though their numbers were small. On January 5, 1891, 
a wagon train with a complement of about fifty soldiers and teamsters was at-
tacked by an equal number of Sioux. The repeating weapons of the Indie.ns 
43 W. Fletcher Johnson, Sitting Bull and the Sioux War of 1890-'21, .329. 
44 Jbid., 440. 
45 Ibid. , 4.37. 
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forced the whites to assume defensive positions, which they were able to de-
fend as long as they did because of the longer range of the .45 calibre Spring-
fields used by the troops.46 The fight ended with the arrival of a large num-
ber of troops to reinforce those pinned down by the Sioux. Without reinforce-
ments, the whites in the wagon train might very well have been wiped out by 
the well-equipped Sioux. 
Most of the hostiles had turned themselves in to their agencies and sur-
rendered during the first few days of 1891, and on January 9, 1891, the main 
hostile camp was surrounded and the Indians forced to surrender. Revolt 
would have ended in disaster to the surrounded Sioux. Two Gatling machine 
guns were trained on the Indian camp ready to fire at a moment's notice and 
a Hotchkiss gun with a four mile range was in position three quarters of a 
mile from the Sioux bivouac.47 By January 15, 1891, all but a few individual 
Sioux hostiles had returned to the Indian agencies and surrendered in the 
face of what they now realized were impossible odds. But even though the 
Sioux recognized their final defeat, their old habit of surrendering only a 
few of their most worthless weapons was evidenced by the small number and 
useless character of most of the rifles given up to the soldiers. The sur-
rendered guns 
"· •• were found to consist of simply two short guns, a heavy ri-
fle and a broken carbine, two Sharp's rifles and one Winchester -
nine guns in all. This surrender was an evidence that the Indians 
did not propose to give up all their guns, that they had hidden 
their best weapons in the hills.1148 
The excitement of the Sioux uprising of 1890- 91 gradually died away. 
46 W. Fletcher Johnson, Sitting Bull and~ Sioux War of 1890-'.21, 482. 
4? Ibid., 484. 
48 Ibid • , 4 9 5 . 
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Never again was major Indian warfare th,~eatened on our now closed frontier. 
A few isolated disturbances occurred in the years following the Ghost Dance 
War, but most of these were prevented before they got under way or easily 
stopped before the insurgent Indians made any headway. Possession of Win-
chester, Remington, Sharp and other modern firearms was no longer a deciding 
factor in the success of Indian warfare, as the overwhelming preponderance 
of white settlers in the regfons once held inviolate by the Indians made any 
attempt at Indian resistance sure of failure. In June, 1891, the Moqui In-
dians of the Southwest were restless and the India.n agent feared for the 
lives of himself and his subordinateG. Troops were summoned , and 
Major Wingate, commanding the battalion ..• promptly sent two 
troops to the rescue, accompanied by Lieutenant Wallace with 
two Hotchkiss guns, .... When this f?rce arrived before the 
village, the Moqui quietly surrendered. 
This incident is a good example of the usual mode of handling Indian disturb-
ances in the 1890 1 s and early 1900 1 s. The Indians knew they could no longer 
contend with the army on anything like an equal footing, and the use of the 
different machine guns already often mentioned had a great deal to do with 
this. The cannon had long been the army's ace in the hole in Indian warfare, 
and now the "medicine guns" invented by Gatling, Gardner, Hotchkiss and others 
took their places with troops in the field and added a weapons factor that 
proved one of the final straws of the burden that crushed the Indian and kept 
him pacified until time and the government could civilize him. 
49 Major Alfred E. Bates, and Captain Edward J. McClernand, "The Second 
Cavalry, 11 in Rodenbough and Haskin, Army 2f the Q, §.., 192 . 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
Between 1862 and 1891, a revolution had taken place in the tactics, aims, 
and weapons employed in Indian warfare. In the early period, Indian fighting 
had been usually delegated ·to small numbers of troops whose superior weapons, 
revolvers, rifled muzzle-loading arms, breech-loading carbines and cannon, 
gave the soldiers a decided advantage over the Indians armed with smooth-
bores and primitive weapons. The Indians rapidly obtained good muzzle-
loaders and percussion revolvers in the period during and immediately fol-
lowing the Civil War. By the introduction of breech-loading rifles and car-
bines in the late 1360 1 s, the army was able to regain weapons superiority as 
seen in the defeat of Red Cloud and his fifteen hundred warriors in July, 
1867, by less than fifty soldiers and wood cutters using the new breech-
loading arms. Weapons superiority must certainly be accounted a factor in 
the victory of the army over the Indians in the late 1860 1 s. 
In the period between the close of the Civil War and 1873, the army is-
sued many types of improved arms. These included the Spencer repeating car-
bine, the Sharp carbines, the altered Springfield rifles and many others, 
but the weapons finally adopted for army issue did not keep pace with civi-
lian arms developments as seen in the Winchester repeaters. The Indians 
were quick to see the value of the newly developed repeating weapons, and 
in the period after 1870, they rapidly acquired large numbers of Winchester 
rifles. They also secured thousands of the Hfnry and Spencer rifles and 
carbines abandoned by the army when the Springfield single-shot system was 
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adopted for all army small arms. The acquisition of repeaters and other 
breech-loaders by the Indians enabled them to defeat the troops sent against 
them in the major campaigns of 1876, and forced the army to put forth every 
effort to defeat the Indians once and for all. Many officials believed .. 
that the possession of improved arms by Indians not only increased the ef-
fect and seriousness of Indian wars but helped cause them as well. 
By the mid-1870's, the Indian Bureau's policy of supplying arms and 
ammunition for hunting became so apparently ridiculous that some efforts to 
control the supply of war materials to hostile or potentially hostile In-
dians were finally undertaken. Neither the problem of allowing the Indian 
agents to furnish cartridges and guns to their charges nor the problem of 
the trade in contraband arms were successfully dealt with during the period 
of the Indian wars. Both were large factors in determining the conduct and 
seriousness of these wars. The most radical change in army weapons, after 
the introduction of metallic cartridge breech-loaders, was the gradual ac-
quiring of machine guns and rapid fire weapons, some of which had been used 
as early as the Civil War. These weapons were used to some extent in the 
campaigns of the later 1870 1 s, and where they were employed the machine guns 
were often decisive factors. During the 1880 1 s, there was a marked growth 
of interest in the new arms, special light artillery batteries were organiz-
ed and equipped and trained with the Gatling, Hotchkiss, Lowell and Gardner 
machine guns. Their use against the insurgent Crows in 1887 helped to end 
the outbreak before it had reached major proportions. The last major Indian 
battle in frontier history saw the extensive and judicious use of machine 
guns when Gatlings and Hotchkiss guns mowed down the hostiles at the Battle 
of Wounded Knee. The Indian had been able to keep abreast or ahead of the 
army in some aspects of small arms used in frontier warfare, but he could not 
match the 11 medicine guns" and cannon of the army. 
IMPORTANT CAMPAIGNS AND INDIAN WARS1 
1862-67 Sioux Indian War in Minnesota and Dakota 
1863 
1865-68 
1867-81 
1871 
1872-73 
1873 
1874-75 
1874 
1874 
1874 
1875 
1876 
1876"-77 
1876--79 
1877 
1878 
1878 
1878 
1879-80 
1890-91 
1 69 War against the Cheyenne, Arapahoe, Kiowa, and Commanche In-
dians in Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado, and Indian Territory 
Indian War in Oregon and Idaho, and Northern California and Nevada 
Campaign against Lipan, Kiowa, Kickapoo, and Comanche Indians and 
Mexican Border disturbances. 
Yellowstone Expedition, August 28 to October 25 
Modoc Campaign, November, 1872 to June, 1873 
Yellowstone Expedition, Dakota, June 4 to October 4 
Campaign against Kiowa, Cheyenne, and Comanche Indians, in Indian 
Territory, August 1, 1874 to February 16, 1875 
Sioux Expedition, Wyoming and Nebraska, February 13 to August 19 
Black Hills Expedition, Dakota, June 20 to August 30 
Big Horn Expedition, Wyoming, August 13 to October 10 
Expedition against Indians in Eastern Nevada, September 7 to 27th ~) 
Powder River Expedition, Wyoming, November 1 to December 31 ......---.~·· -~-
Big Horn and Yellowstone Expedition, Wyoming and Montana, February 17, 
1876 to June 13, 1877 
War with Northern Cheyenne and Sioux Indians, in Indian Territory, 
Kansas, Wyoming, Dakota, Nebraska, and Montana 
Nez Perce~ Campaign, June to October, 1877 
Bannock Campaign, May to September, 1878 
Piute Indian Troubles, in Nevada and Idaho 
Ute Expedition, Colorado, April 3 to September 9 
Ute Indian Campaign in Colorado and Utah, September 21, 1879 to 
November 8, 1880 
Sioux Indian Disturbances in South Dakota, November, 1890 to 
January 1891 
1 Theodore F. Rodenbough, and William L. Haskin, editors, !£E3:. of the 
Q. 2•, 706-708. 
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W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1941, 
A general survey of weapons employed by United States troops since/"t~e 
earliest times. A modicum of reliable data on weapons of the period 
1861 through the Indian war era is included, but only in a general 
coverage. Contains good handling of the development and use of machine 
guns. 
Priest, Loring Benson, Uncle Sam'! Stepchildren, Ih! Reformation 2f the United 
States Indian Policy, 1865-1S87, New Brusnwicks Rutgers University Press, 
1942, · 
An excellent appraisal of Indian affairs from 1865 to 1887, including 
pertinent information on trade in contraband articles such as guns, 
.whiskey and ammunition. 
Rodenbough, '.Fheodore F., and Haskin, William L., editors, Ill! Atm of~ 
United States. New Yorks Maynard, Merrill & Co., 1896. · 
A detailed history or the United States arJey" and its operations. Each 
·regimental history is a separate chapter, usually written by an officer 
~f that regiment who was familiar with muoh or the material on the 
Indian wars, as the writing was done only a few years after their oes-
sation. The regimental histories oontain much data on army and Indi~n 
weapons. 
B. MONOGRAPHS 
Cleveland, H. w. s., Hints~ Riflemen. New Yorks D. Appleton & ·co., 1864. 
Cleveland's treatise on different rifles and carbines, their relative 
merits and efficiency, furnishes excellent and reliable information on 
many of the arms used in the post-Civil War Indian campaigns. The 
Colt, Spencer, Henry, Sharp and other firearms are thoroughly covered 
in this early book on breech-loaders and muzzle-loaders. 
Hyde, George E., Red~'!~'! History of the Oglala Sioux. Normans 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1937, 
This is a history of the Oglala Sioux from the earliest times through 
the period of the Indian Wars. Much valuable material on Indian weapons 
and their procurement· is included. 
Johnson, W. Fletcher, Sitting~ and the Sioux War 2f 1890-1.21, Edgewood 
Publishing Company, 1891 LNo place of publication given_?, 
117 
A contemporary treatment of the Ghost Dance War, and very good for hard-
to-get details on weapons used by the army and the Indians. Much of the 
information was gotten from participants in the uprising. 
Smith, Winston O., The Sharps Rifle. New York: William Morrow & Co., 1943, 
Though written primarily for gun collectors, this book has a good deal 
of detailed information on the use of the Sharp arms in the period of 
1861 to the early 1880 1 s. 
C. MEMOIRS 
Dodge, Richard I., Our Wild Indians. Hartford, Conn.: A. D. Worthington & 
Co., 1833 . 
Colonel Dodge includes much useful and reliable information on Indian 
and army weapons and the significance of the differences. This book 
was written by a man who had spent over thirty years as a frontier army 
officer. He is stil l considered one of the all time authorities on the 
post-Civil War plains Indians. 
Hunt, Robert, and Hunt, Frazier, 1 Fought With Custer. New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1947, 
The "I" in the title refers to Sergeant Windolph, last survivor of the 
Seventh Cavalry who fought under Major Reno in the Battle of the Little 
Big Horn . A large part of the book is made up of the old soldier's story 
and those of other participants, white and red, in the Sioux War of 1876. 
The authors collected these accounts and synthesized them into a mean-
ingful whole. Several valuable details and facts concerning army and 
Indian weapons are found in this book. 
McLaughlin, James, M;y: Friend the Indian. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 
1926. 
McLaughlin wrote the story of his many years as an Indian agent in the 
northern plains country, and included a good deal of arms information 
in recounting the events of his long service among the Sioux. 
Miles, Nelson A., Personal Recollections and Adventures of General Nelson A· 
Miles, Chicago: The Werner Co., 1897, 
The autobiography of this famous Indian fighter furnishes occasional 
significant details on Indian and army weapons and the changes which 
occurred in the post-Civil War era, 
Wheeler, Homer W., Buffalo Days. Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 
1923. 
This work contains a large number of details concerning the weapons used 
in the Indian wars . As an army officer, Wheeler was an observant parti-
cipant in many of the Indian campaigns from the mid-1870's to the end 
of the Indian wars. 
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